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The emergence of so-callel-"nonprocadural-m languages prom-

ises the elimination of many of the problems encountered in

managing information syst--ms, as well as increasing produc-

tivity, by offering a flexible, easy to learn, aser friendly

language to interact with the hcst language. This thesis

investigates nonprocedrual languages in general, with

particular attention paid to the languages FOCUS and RAMIS

TI, in order to ascertain the benafits and drawbacks of

.languages, as-Z=s the _fi'i -nt cf ,i: _c_ zia,

examine their investment viability, and explore user

satis faction.
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1. IN TRODUCTION

In all areas of industry in both the private and public

sectors, the value of information systsms has been real-

ized. Management Information Systems and information

systems applications have today become an inteqral part of

even the smallest organizations and offer many opportunities

to improve managerial effectiveness, operational effi-

ciency, and ultimately productivity. By productivity thc

reference is t- the. ability to proluce, "o ef:ect : bC:.

about production, and to Effsc- increases An value or

profit. To industry this could rafer to increasino g

output, its profits, or both. To the idividual i- means

optimization of his personal attributes and skills.

The different types of users of these Management

Information Systems (MIS) vary as much as th? information

and applications they use. Users ranas from clerical Staff

personnel -o top-level minagement. Some z:euir- simple

retrieval facilities, some users =:euire an ad-hoc inquiry
and/or reporting capability, others require vast analytical

capabilities, while still others desire -.he ability to

prototype and build models. Today's users attempt to make

use of all resources available to them to support their

decisions and necessarily increase their productivity. ks
the need for information has become more acute, and the

requests for data processing services and applications have

become more frequent, time has become the limiting resource

most effecting this productivity.

The time of the user is vital in that he sees himself as

the center of all transactions. The "time" he has to wait

for information is wasted or lost productivity. Not

10



obtaining the ir.formatinn. "rn-time" r:sults in rr_ C --ci-

sions which ultimately decrease :--c-ductivity. :n his

efforts to obtain complete, a=curatz, valid, and t:melv

information and services, many times the user simply does

not have the prcgramming skill to produce the results he

wants, and the "application backlog" in the organization's

data processing division or branch prevents timely proces-

sing of his request. As in example....

A user requires an application to analyze a set of

data and produce a report to stress certain marketing

failurqs to be presented at tomorrow's msnetina with

the company's Board of Director s. Fe is a non-

proorammer and must submit a request to the data

processing deartment to achieve the lesired results.

Due -c the Data Processing Departent's application

backlog, the desired aDplicaticn dill not be scheduled

for another 2 years. Even if -he application is given

priority and pushed to the top of the programming

list, he ;rocram will still have to be designed,
written, coded, run, anI -h: -esults examined to

see if the desired results have beer. achievd.

Another area which is lirectly effected is the organiza-

tion's Data Processing (DPI Deoartmnt--the programmers and

analysts that are trying to meet the. organization's existing
DP requiremcnts and reduce the application backlog which is

part of those requirements. Their time is valuable also,

but due to the situation which exists in many organizations,

they will spend the majority of their time producing small

repetitious programs which could be accomplished by a

nonprogrammer with minimal experiernze and the applications

backlog will continue to grow. The story continues....

When questioned by the head of the D? department about

the apparent lack of progress on important projects,

11



the analyst resporded that every. time progress a _

being made, some other small yet time consuming -: sk

would be given priority. As a 11tter of fact, t.

demand on the DP department was presently so great

that other analysts ani himself were having to-program

rather than analyze just to keep their heads above

water.

It is a fact that the demand for D? applications today

greatly outweighs the supply -hat can be produced by

programmers using prescribed procedural/ s-ructuzed me-hods.

There si mzly is not =nouah oro7rmmer "M im"

because there is nct and never will be enough trained

proarammers to match the qrowth of aoolications demand using

currently available structured programmi.g -:echniques. To

solve -his problem will :-3qu:re increasing user involvement

in -he creation of applizations and increasing programmer

productivity by means of programming and applicattions gener-

ating tools. These requirements have contributed to -h c

need fcr and development of No. Dcr e0 uril Pro-,Gr RMing

Lanquages (NPL) and thei_ related software packages, -he

subiect of this thesis. Before continuing, however, it

should be pointed out that the term nonprocedural is not so

much a struc-ural description of the language, as it is a

phrase establish.d by the producers of these products for

marketing purposes.

Through literature research, guestionnaire requests,

phone conversations, and personal interviews, this paper

will examine and clarify the lagitimacy of these NPL's. The

background of these NPL's will be examined including the

causes leading to their development, their evolution, and

where they stand today. rhe paper will include an in depth

analysis of two NPLs, RAMIS II and FOCUS, dqrived from the

industrial response of various firms that are presently

12



using those languages. rhis analysis will cover -he ccT:)a-

hies' initial acquisition consider-itions, their O--e=Snt

usage cf the system, and their satisfaction or dissa-isfac-

tion with its performance. Items considered in the analysis

inzlude implementation, training, learnabiLif-, dcuisenta-

tion, vendor support, hardware support/conversion,

sezurity/access, performance, improvability/user satisfac-

t4ion, general oFinicns, and an overall accessment. The

paper will conclude with a cost versus benefit analysis and

present final remarks about the viability and future of

NPLs.

These Non-Procedural Languages will be examined -o ieter-

mine the costs and benefits associatedl with them, detezmine

whether veror claims are fu1fi_ad, exam-iL. their invest-

ment viability, and measure user satisfac-on and uluimately

productivity enhancement oc degradation.

13



II. BACK GROgED

The rapid advancements the compiiter field in the last

decade has witnessed the substartial decline of most

computer costs, particulacLy hardware, while simultaneously,

programming costs have risen dramatizally. A natural conse-

quence is the increased atte ntion :rogramming productivity

is receiving from management. Programmers, equipment,

managemert and user perso33el, and software are some of thp

many facets of the programming ica a whica are being

explored for improvement feasibility. The advent of data

base managemert systems (DBAS) his focused managsment's

attention cn the benefits to be lerived fro) effective

utiliza-icn of software enhancsments.

It has been ?stimate that the z arrent steady rise ia

information processing requirements will create the imminent

need for a total number of Programiners equal tD the oopula-

tion of California (Ref. 1: p. 2]. While this is clearly

i-mossible, it is indica-ive of the need to take a critical

.ook at the productivity of today's programmers and th?

tools with whic h they w:ck. The increasing volumes of

required information and rhe resultant increasing number of

programmers required by industry, -oupled with escalating

programmer costs have sh d the light on the p3ssibility of

freeing programmers from simple and repetitive tasks and to

employ nonprogrammers for such proc.ssing, thereby freeing

programmers to tackle more complex pcrgramming.

A new kind of softwace capability iS now called for

which has prompted the emergence of English-lika

languages--languages whose main claim to fame is their easy

understandability and giick leanability--providing 1



pro Jiflc tocl f-- the ronor car in mer. ThIs is a vzrv bor-al

field, encompassing a gamut of natarai languages, special
purpose languages and nonprocedural languages, t:: name a

few. Definitions of several types of these languages

follow:

1. Natural languages allow the user the freedom of

unlimited syntax in his "conversation" with the

computer.

2. Format defined languages, also known as parameter-
izing languages, atilize a fill-in-the-blank format.
Thi ofe - lanai~oe isdrzedtwr -h= !he--

face, and the analysis of and response tc data
passing through the interface r~ef. 2: p. 1231.

3. Special purpose languages are ones which are designed
to satisfy a single objective.. The objective might

involve the application area, the ease of use for a

particular application, or pertain to efficiency of

the compiler or the object code.
4. Problem defining languages literally define the

problem and may specifically define the desired input

and output, but they do not 14fine a method of trans-

formation. There ace significant differences between

a problem (and its Iefinitionj , -he method (or proce-

dure) to solve it, and the language in which the

method is stated.

5. Problem solving languages are those which can be used

to specify a complete solution to a problem. This is

a relative term which changes as the state of the art
changes. All pro cedure oriented languages are

problem sdlving.

6. Problem describing languages describe the objective

in only very general terms, e.g. CALCULATE PAYROLL.
All this does is cite, in the most general way, the

problem which is to be solved but gives no indication

15



cf its detailed characteristics, let alon= hCw to

solve it. [Ref. 3: p. 21-22] These languages have

yet to become a reality.

7. Query languages are high level languages criented

tcwards ad hoc retrieval of lata with fast response.

They are generally intended to be used by people who

are not professional programmers (Ref. 4: p. 7].

There is certainly considerable overlap among these

languages, and the absolute distinctions between them is

anything but crYta' clin. - ':t, scme in.uags q

into multiple categories.

This paper will be limited to a discussion of the inter-

esting and powerful branch of English-like languages known

as nonprocedural languages.

They have also be en called fourth genera:.ion

languages--the latest addition to the sequence of language

qenera-fons. See Table I.

T&BLE I I
Language Generations

First Generation falchice LanguageI

Second Generation Assembler Level Languages

Third Generation Rachine Independent Languages

Fourth Generation Non-procedural Languages

16a
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Cther te rms used are query languages, clara-ive !_pags,
info-retrieval languages, and end-user lanquages. Problems

exist with all of these terms since none of them is accurate

for all the languages; for example, some do not use a data

base. The term nonprocedural conjures up some discontent

because many of the languages actually contain procedural

code; however, the main thrust of the languages is their

nonprocedurality, a marketing buzz word used to stress their

newness and capabilities. Unlike prccedural languages 4n

which the programmer must specify __ something is to be

done by sipplying precisely detaila3 instructi3ns for every

action which is to be accomplished, nonprccedural languages

afford -he user the luxury of stating only what is to be

done, with no concern as to the detailed procedure of how it

is done. Although they have thusfar escaped precise lefini-

tion, and will tndoubtedly continue to do so as our concept
of "prccedurality" changes over time and with advancements

in technoloqy, these langaaces, employed for defining and

solving oarticular classes of problems, can b-st be

described as "nonprocedural."

A distinction between natural languages and nonproce-

dural languages is best illustrate-d by example. Natural

languages make use of a free phrase structure format with

contextual specification. For instance, in the following

example it may be argued that the natural language (b)

offers an improvement in clarity over an imaginary (proce-

dural or third generation) language version (a):

a. DO I=1 TO 99 BY 2
FRINT I, 1**2
END DO

b. ERINT ALL rHE ODD NUMBERS BETWEEN ONE
AND NINETY NINE AND THEIR SQUARES.

17



Non-procedural languaces, on the other hand, use a zt..dard-

ized fixed for rat for the speci fication of prcti-ms.

Consider another example written in a natural language:

a. LIST THE HOURLI FEES OF ALL THE
LAWYERS WHO LIVE IN IEW JERSEY

This same exampl@, written in SEQUEL, a nonprocedural
language, would simply be

b. SELECT HOUR-FEE
FROM LAWYERS
WHERE HOMESTATE = NEW JERSEY

The distinction herein is the use of English-like language

to replace more "unnatural" ways Df stating problems as

contrasted to eliminating sequential instructions specifying

procedurality. That is, natural languages are concerned

w'Ih making queries more like the spoken word; nonpcCs=uzal

languages are concerned with eliminating specific Sequen-ial

instructions that lock the computer into a specific logic

for solving the problem. While the two are not mutually

exclusive by any means, they are definitely not the s ime

concept. Non-procedural is actually a relative term meaning

that decreasing numbirs of specifiz sequential steps need be

provided by the user as the state of the art improves. The

closer the user's approach to stating his problem without

specifyinq the steps for solving it, the more nonprocedural

the :anguaqe is.

The development of this sort of language is of partic-

ular practical value and cin be extended to almost any field

of computer application, including medical, shipping, city

planning, accounting/bookkeeping, air-line reservation

systems, banking services, etc. Literally scores of

nonprocedural languages are now available. The more widely

advertised boast an impressive lists of clients, laundry

lists of vital features, "bells and whistles" features, and

the promise of increased productivity. Inspection of a

18



14liuted c-~ f ;pressently available noro'SAur- au1~
indicates their abundance ard their wide range of

applicability. See Table rl. Specific features offered are

listed in Figure 2.1 [Ref. 5: p. 151-153]. Boolean opera-

tors are AND, O, NOT ind NOR. Relational operators are

"qreater than," "greater than or egual to," "less than,"

"less than or equal to," "equals," and "dces not eiqual".

Set operators are set operations such as JOIN, INTERSECTION,

SELECTION, PROJECTION, DIVISION, UNION and DIFFERENCE.

Arithmetic operators inclule PLUS, MINUS, MULTIPLY, DIVIDE,

EXPCNr'1AL, a! the Us of parsnths-es for separaticn of

operators.

Fourth generation applications developmenT systems boast

a sophisticated cn-line support environment that provides:

1. Menus and help services to coach the inexperienced

User,

2. An efficient command languie for th- experienced

developer,

3. Language sensitive editors that streamline the

programming process,

4. On-line compilation and eaxecution services to speed

dev elopment,

5. A flexible printin; capability,

6. Report routing and browsing capabilities,

7. Integrated active data/dictionary/dizectory control,

and coordination.

8. Full screen text aditor,

9. Utility function commands,

19



TABLE 1

Sampling of Mo--Procedural Languages

ADASCRIPI Software A.G.

ADF I lications I BDeveloppmn Faily)

APPLE Northwestern
(Access Path Producing University
Language)

ARPL BelI Telephone
(A Retrieval Process Laboratories
Language)

I I
1Da Management Data General

Iuiry Facility)
DM-IV Honeywell
(Data Maragement - IV)

FOCUS Information B uilders r

GPLAN (Generalizai Purdue UniversityPlanning System)

INQ U RE Data General

IMANAG/QUER Com uter Sciences of
Aus ralia

14ARK IV Informa-ics, Inc.
NOM AD CSS
NUL In a;*t Q4,
gNavigational User' s I'.nformatique,

anguage) Namur 8elgulm

QBE (Query-By-Example) IBM Yorktown Heights
. Research Laboratory

RAMIS I1 Nathematica
I Rapid Access Mana ement
Snformation System?

SUARE QIB1 San Jose Research_( fectfy ingQnerias As Laboratory
BeEa onal Expressions)

SQUR AL University of UtahJSrartQtupry Interface
Re a tonal Algebrao

SYSTER 2000 MRI Systems Inc.

TDMS (Tims Shared Data Systems Development
Management System) Corporation

20



10. Prompters,

11. Interfaces with multiple DBMS'-- (Ref. 5: p. 43).

These languages provide a considerable range of file struc-

ures, a host language capability and a data management and

report generaticn language facilities. Nonprocedural

languages have also simplified communication between the

user and the computer, eliminating some of the "red tape"

along the way. See Figur-3 2.2.

Two widely used languag s representit've 'f this t V'e ar

RAMIS II from Mathematica, Inc., and FOCUS from Information

Builders, Inc. These two particular lanquages will be

studied in more detail in the following chapters. Clearly,

such languages can significantly relace the complexity and

cost of writing applications programs that access -he data

base, in additicn to facilitating arcsss to a data base by

non-expert programmers using the language in "stand-alone"

mode (Ref. 7: p. 15]. The conceptual view, or data model,

need not correspcnd to the way the lata are stored. Three

well known data models are the relational model, in which

data are assumed to be stored in he form of tables, the

hierarchical model, in which data are assumed to be stored

in the form of tree structares; and the network model, in

which data are assumed to be stored in the form of general

graph structures. The choice of a data model provokes

controversy among data base designers. The relational model

employed imposes little constraint on the way that a user is

able to interpret and utilize data. There are no complex

tree or network structures that force all users to limit

their view of the reiationships in the data base to a

particular singlq logical view. The virtue of the rela-

tional model is its simplicity and eass of description for a

wile variety of users. Experience at Deere & Co. with IBM's

21



Il I I I I I I

Boolean Relational Arithmetic
Operators 3perators Operators operators

ADISCRIPT al U yes some all

APPLE AND C NOT yes some none

ARPL -ND NR- e some T all

CONVERT AN£ oft yes soe all

DdINQ "T[ AND CR NOT yes - so-e - A& E

ID81 &--- - -- -- - -- - -- -GPLAN AND CR NOT ye some I

INQUIRE no no I none none
FOCUS ND CR NOT all some all

"A" GZ/---- ;- -- - ---- -N -O ]pS l . - --

MARK IV A3D OR Te n one none

TT
NOMAD I AND CR NOT yes I none

WULL OA yes sone P

RAIS 1 AND OT yes asome all

SEQUEL lAND CR NOT yem all I
SQUIRIL T AND OR yes all none
SQUAR L a al. yes I- all I A & P

SYSTEM 2000 -ND NO? F yes some none

TDSAD-R NO0T yes some A E

Legend: A Arithmetic Functi~ns

E - Exponential Function
P Parentheses

II

Figure 2. 1 Ponprocedural Language Operators.
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T? ADITIGNAL NONPROZEDUP AL
PRCGRAIMING PROGRAMSIAG

PROCESS PROCESS
-. - -

zieport repr
definition

4.--- -+ - -4--

4.-~~~~~~~ 
7+------- +------+--------

scheduling runningof of

I programmers program

..... +------------+-------------.

I coding I I results
. +. ---------------

V

I programdebugging I

I running
I of
I pro ram

4-- ---------

I results

Figure 2.2 Programming Comparison.

Application Development Facility (ADF) showed a beginning

programmer can be much more productive with ADF than with

procedural languages, less initial training is required, and

it seemed easier to learn. The data base accessing logic is

predefined in ADF, thus providing zonsistent and generally

efficient call patterns. The use of conventional procedural

code requires coding of the data base calls in every module,

thereby running the risk of coling inqfficient call

sequences. The programming man days required for several

projects indicated an average 12-foll time saving of actual

ADF time against estimated COBOL time. This claim does

23



require qualification, however. Ths man days eszima-ed fo-

COBOL programming aczually included -. wc functions--iquiry

and update. 3cth functions are essentially inuiv_ nt

ADF; therefore, separate ADF programs did not need to be

written in order tc provide both inquiry and update

capability. (Ref. 8: p. 168]

Data description does not commit us to the internal

representation of data within the computer, that is, the

user is not required to develop a conceptual view which

corresponds to the actual way data are stored. One of "he

functions of a nonprocelural an ua,7e is to ir terfac

between the two. The NPL also fazilitates the _ding o

data or the reorganizing of it. Systems like FOCUS and

RAMIS II are general purpose, in the sense that they ar

intended for use in a considerable variety of applications.

A quite different sort of nonprocedural software development

is embodied in the specialized applications packages offerel

by their vendors. There are a grzat many of th-se ani

probably the list will continue to grow. See Tab!g :1I.

One maic problem in the implementation of nonprocedural

languages is the "ripple affect." Wh an bugs are found or a

change is made in a particular version of the software

package, modifications are male difficult by equipment type

or brand peculiarities. rhe new versions have to be adapted

to each type of hardware gear.

It would be misleading to suggest that non procedural

languages are a panacea to the ills of the software world.

Although they are widely acclaimed, there are some applica-

tions for which they are clearly not suited. However, the

wide acceptance and user satisfaction which they enjoy
indicate that they are a legitimate and effective addition

to the information processing arena. Nonprocedural

languages have demonstrated their ability at database
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I rABLE III

I Specialized Nonprocedural Language Packages

1. High resolution graphics

2. Statistics
3. Full Screen Data Entry and Display Applications

4. Procedural Language Interface

5. External File Interface

6. Usage Accounting
7. Communications Intorfaces

8. Financial Planning and Mod-ling

I 9. Information Management Systam Interfaces

I 10. APL Interface

11. Formatted Screen Manager

12. Interactive Request odifization

13. Wcrd Processing

managemet, report generation facilities, handling of ad hoc

queries, interfacing wit.h host languages, and handling of

various file structures. !ven so, there is more to be

considered here than ease of use and powerful capabilities.

An important considera-ion is the ability to adapt to

change. How flexible are these nonprocedural languages?

With COBOL, a relatively mincr changs in programming logic

or report formatting can be a headache of several days work,

not to mention the tediousness of the job, its scheduling,

and the ever-present possibility -f making errors. With

nonprocedurals, total reorganization of internal storage can

be accomplished relatively simply. But the real beauty lies

in the fact that after a total reorganization, changes in

data operating ccumands are not necessary.
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Continued exclusive use of procedure-oriented lancuages

results in low programmer productivity which just cannot

keep pace with the demand for new applicamions. The driving

force behind these new programming zethods is the cost and

difficulty of traditional programminr.g methods. For the time

being at least, nonprocedural languages seem to be providinq

long needed relief by maximizing integration of user

services in a user friendly manner. Implementation of a

data dictionary is a time and headache saving administrative

strategy. A data dictionary is a file stored in the data

base, and accessible by the varLous users in an interactive

manner. It provides a narrative :e:ora which describes the

name, aliases, uses, format, access authorities, and so on,

of the daaa i-em. it is a major step forward to integrat?

development tools by extending the standard language,

coupling it to a data dictionary and DBMS and supporting the

development process in an interactive environment. These

systems offer the potential of significant produc-:iv ty

gains through ease of use, the conve-nience of ei! devel,-

ment services at a terminal worksta-ion, the comrolezeness of

modern language and the leverage provided by integr ated

facilities. (Ref. 6: p. 421 Wh-n - rqaniza-ions properly

utilize these new tools, it is expected that significant

productivity benefits will result.
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III. H_KN fkCTORS IN LANGUAGES

A. INTRODUCTION

Computers today are providing in expanding range of

services to a rapidly growing pool of users. Electronic

mail, document production, ind information retrieval are

wilely used services. Su.h facilities make our lives easier

and can enhance the output of many users. Yet a bottleneck

remains which hinders the wider availabili-y oz such systems

and decreases the effectiveness of those presently in use;

this bottleneck is the man-michine communication ba ri-r.

Simply put, a major complaint agains- today's sy-.tems iS

that they are not very good at communicating with zhei

users. They often fail to "understand" what their users

wan" them to do and then are unable to explain the na-':re of

the misunderstanding to tthe user. In fact, it is the common

experience cf users cf interactive sys-ems, whether .cvice

or experienced, infrquent or r eular, that communicating

with their machines is i -trime-consuming and frustrating

experience [Ref. 9: p. 191. Various levels of performance

can be achieved, given various degrees of hardware capa-

bility and programming ingenuity. In the short run, the

issue becomes one of performance/cost tradeoff, influenced

by the requirements of the application. In the long run,

declining hardware costs 9nd more skillful programming will

provide better performance for less cost (Ref. 10: p. 141.

B. DESIGNING FOR THE USER

Organizations run on information. Information is mor

than the mere summation of collected data; it is a complex

structure of interdependencies and relationships, which need
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to be presented in an understandable format consrta;ned by

con-textual, accuracy and timing requirements. Late, inaccu-

rate, incomplete information is of qaes-ionable vali'. The

thrust of management's attention revolves around reliable

informa:tion and effective ways of obtaining i-. The k~y is

people productivity. Efficiency in speed, cost. and reli-

ability have traditionally been yaristicks associated with

measuring machines. How. ver, machine efficiency is of

little value if it cannot be properly utilizel because o€

inefficient users. Therein lies the reason tha: management

is focusing its attention on eveloping efficient and

productive users. The :-aid growth of -.he comput.er field

has caused computers to become cheaper and mor- available;
interactive computing is in use in many businesses, and hom-

computing is becoming more and mor=- commonpiace. As a

result of these developments, a new breed of users is

emerging--the nor programming zomput-r user. In order to

facilitate this type of "programmin ,' a mechanism mus-

enable a human being to express alaortihms naturallv and

succinc-y as well as clearly and zonpoetziy. With several

hundred programmi-g languages having been developed over the

past 30 years, clearly what is natural and succinct tc one

person may not be so to another [Ref. 11: p. 53]. it is

often assumed that, ideally, zomputers should be programmed

in natural language. Schneiderman (Ref. 12: p. 206],

believes that the use of computers would be facilitated if

natural language systems were availible. Users would nor

have to invest in learning programming cr database query

languages and struggle in translating their 4hough-s into an

artificial language. This is possible at the presen- time,

although processing is very costly, and computer time is

inefficiently used. This postulate of natural being better

has been refuted by Small and Weldon who studied English vs.

SQL, concluding:
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The cnmmon assumption that ordina=7, everyday Eng-L-31 Is
... e i~~Way zc Cznmun.tat r L, mpu_: Zs
supported by present results. Subjects werencre-
ably mor-i accurate usi.ng Epalis than using ZQL,
sug qestinqr that the stiractured language is zeas :7: - use
[Rei. 13: p. 61.

Studies inrdicate that a formal nonprocedural language helps

structure user requests. English may be too flexible, mnap-

prapriate for queries, or perhaps a natural language is not

a natural query language, as Montgomery suggests. (Ref. 114:

p. 10751 ThIs would be attested to by anyone familiar with

legal documents and the painstaking detail which must be?

comprehending a natural programming language is relatively

easy, but w:iting Syrnta~ti"ally Correc-t cojCe 4_ a ch1alle!ge.

The closeness of natural lanquage Io EnglIsh :naK-eS it 'di-ffi-
cult to remember the grammar of the natural language, an

example of proactive inte.rferenca, Ithe confusion be tweeni

what you know and what youa a--- trying Ito learn. The closer

t he two resemblce each other, z il g:reater the oroactivl

intefernce[Ref. 12: p. 199).

Watson [Ref. 15: p. 1], characterizes Zrglish as a

difficult language to use to describe thi-ngs with precision,

ani; therafore, a poor. choi-ce for delineating computer spec-

ifications. While that point Is arguable, it is hardly
worth debating the merits of developing nonprocedural

lnaquages in non-English vocabularies, foreign or synthetic.

Easy learnability would be eliminated, and user resistance

is bound to be high.

As mentioned earli-er, vendo)rs of nonprocedural languages

propose that use of their products will relieve programmers

from redundant and repetiti ve activities, thereby offerinq

them a chance fcr greater programming productivity as well

as offering the ncnpro)grammers a zhancs to get into the
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world of automated data processing ad improve :hei- p:c:dic-

tivity. The use of programming productivity imprcvements

can reduce systems development cost by as much as 505 and

program maintenance cost by as much as 75% (Ref. 16: p.

28]. Their increasingly widesprea. use khrcughout a wide

variety of industries would suggest that there is some cred-

ibility to these claims, or at least that this is the type

of tool for which industry is looking. But what is it that

constitutes a successful nonproceduril language? They are

not, afterall, carbon copies of one another. Some aspects

must be inaicative of better success than others. Mers

implementation of a nonp-rocedural language is certainly no

assurance of its success. If a gap _xists between what the

user expects and what the sys-em delivers, t he system ccull

be judged a failure despite the technological soundness of

the system [Ref. 17: p. 42]. Design based on user needs is

a non-trivial corcern.

Moynihan (Ref. 18: p. 1161, states that success can be

measured in two ways: first, in the case where a user can

choose whether or not to use a system for a particular job,

success would be measured by extent :f use, and second, in

the case where the user is oblig-d to use the systqm,

success is measured by the user's overall degree of satis-

faction. The latter would be applicable to the

nonprogrammers, since their only access to the data base is

through the nonprocedural language. We are again faced with

an enigmatic evaluation of "satisfaction." How then can

this "satisfaction" be aeasurpd? Several authors have

generated scorecards on the subject. Watson (Ref. 15: p.

41, states that simplicity, little requirement for memoriza-

tion, freedom of conceptual view, and timeliness are the

essential elements. Hopper [Ref. 19: p. 3-4], describes

user satisfaction in terms of ease of use, clarity, an4
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portabi1i-y. Syrnott and ;ruber (Ref. 20: p. 192], =amha-

size accuracy, timeliness, ease of use and resporsiLveness.

Hayes, Bell and Seddy [Ref. 9: p. 27], stress the impor-

tance of flexibility, help facilities, and personalization

in the form of freedom of conceptual view. Reisner (Ref. 7:

p. 13-31.], has devotel an entire paper to :he study and

evaluation of ease of us;,. These schools of thought are

overlapping, but none seems to be all encompassing.

Moynihan (Ref. 18: pp. 116-118], through empirical studies,

has composed a comprehensive list of eleven key points to be

followoed in order to ensure that the system is desianed with

the user in mind, an inhe-r-nt trait for a successful sys:m.

Tapscot CRef. 21: p. 132], concars that success is a

function of user-driver. de=sign metholology.

The key points are:

1. The system should be forgiving when the use- makes

mistakes.

2. The system should be dependablz.

3. Users shculd have easy access to the system.

4. Users should get any help -hey need to use the

system well.

5. The system should not damage users' jobs or make

users feel unimpcr-tant.

6. The system should aot make asers feel isolated.

7. The system should not make users feel overexposed to

scrutiny.

8. The system should not make it hard for users to

escape from their jcbs.
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9. The system should a o create unfinished busiress for

users.

10. The system should behave like a machine, not a

person.

11. The system must be important to the user.

Each of these points shall be addresssd in turn.

1. The system should be forgiving when the user makes

mistakes. The system needs to affer the user helpful

instructiens to recover from any errors he may make.

Non-procedural languages offer promots and help facilities
which provide explanations and elaborations on correct

format, acceptable field entries, allowable words, e-c. a-

several levels.

2. The system should be dependable. Sys-em errors

cause users to lose confidence. On the other hand, a system

which is flexible and amenable to zhange can be a joy to

use. c-ential use of the lanaja,- in -ew and unforsee

areas must be ccnsidered. It should be viewed from the
point of possible extensions to meet other needs. Users'
views on its applicability in actual practice, the effi-

ciency of the isplementation, its potential for expansion

into other, and probably unforseen, application areas, ease

of training and effectiveness of documentation, and problems

of conversion and compatibility all play key roles.

3. Users should have easy access to the system. The

system ne~ds to h-R easy to learn, and, additionally, quick
and simple sign-on procedares and rapid response times are

essential. Beinq oriented toward particular types of appli-

cations, nonprccedural languages generally require less time

to learn for efficient usage, tend to minimize or eliminate

specification of computer and interface operations, permit
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,:oncent-ratLnn .. r. tlh- 
aitimate rocess ccntrc. st:rts"e an-

are self-documenting (Ref. 2: p. 124]. The introducticn of

ncnprocedural languages hopes to make nonprogrammers a new

pool of automated information pro-essing personnel. Since

such a user lacks computer experience, a successful query

language should be easy for him to learn, use and remember.

4. Users should get any help they need to use the

system well. This includes sufficient training, in house

experts, and up to date manuals. Fill in the blank or menu

selection facilities make computer use possible wi-hout any

training a- all. On--the-jcb trainiag is very importaz- for

proqramming trainees; they need close guidance. Users also

need to feel that there is someone they can turn tc for

help. One product of a user satisaction survey reveaiad

that divisions within an organization which had internal

people knowledgeable about the system had a higher lev! of

satisfaction with the system than :hcse divisi s without

any staff professionals [Raf. 20: p. 192].

5. The system shoull not damage users' jobs or make

users feel unimpcrtan. The system must not supplant human

Judgement. Non . ocedural languages decide on hcw to accom-

plish the task it has been assigred, but it is the human who

decides upon and assigns the task.

6. The system shoull not make the user feel isolated.

Users will certainly have a bad attitude towards the system

if they consider themselves to be involuntarily glued to

their terminals to the exclusion of any human interaction.

7. The system should not make users feel oierexposed to

scrutiny. This point deals with management attitude -towards

lower echelon workers, not with any actual trait of the

language. However, workers can be expected to be disgrun-

tlad with the system if they find their bosses constanrly

monitoring them.
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8. The system shoull not mak? :" hard for us=rs t:

escape from their Jobs. This Doint is mainly aimed at

managers, and is concernal with the portabiit-y of -erminal

which allow the managers to do work away from their offices.

9. The system should not create unfinished business for

users. When a job has been programmed, the user needs to

feel a sense of finality; the need to make additional

adjustments and postings is a thorn in the side which is

eliminated with the use of nonprocedural languages.

10. The system should behave like a machine, not a

person. This is not meant to discount the value cf use.r-

friendliness and understandable "dialogue" with the

computer. Many users find terminals which aze too talkative

offensive or unnerving. 3uilding conputers that behave like

people is like trying to build planes that flap their wings.

11. The system mus- be importa, ht to the usqr . This

point may well be the most influential of all, since all the

othezs !tuild to it. if any of the Others f:-l, _=e users

may tend to disregard the capbiliti=es of: a very bereficia.

system. Users will only seriously consider the system if

they fe=' that It will help them to do a good job, and _"

they are not put off by lack of understanding how to use the

system. Ease of use is of tremendous importance. A care-

fully designed user acceptance methodology can successfully

minimize the gap between the system a user expects and the

one which is delivered, resulting in significant improve-

ments in productivity [Ref. 17: p. 4]. All the bells and

whistles the computer designers can create are of dubious

value if users cannot or will not ase them. The systems

mist overcome resistance to change, increase und-rstanding,

and convince users that it is for their good.
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C. THE EASE-OF-USE ISSUE

Since the nenprogramm.r generally will lack computer

experience and possibly ise the language as only a portion

ct their jobs, somewhat interaittently, a successful

nonDrocedural language should be easy for him tc learn, use

and remember. Data base access is significantly eased if

the user does not need to deal with the data base In terms

of unfamiliar structures, but -an think instead of it In his

own terms. A ncnprocedural access language Pnables a data-

base user to identify anil select -hose items in the data

base with which he is conaerned by a-ing p_-per-ies -hey

are to possess, rather zhan by spezifying how they are ti

located. The significance of ease if use is documen-ed in

the numerous studies done in this arsa.

Human factors methodology has been applied to computer

equipment, but it has been focus2_- largely on physical

devices (keyboards and i 3play lesign) rather than on cogni-

tive factors, Which a:= nore apprz'riate to measurinq -as-
of use cf nonprocedural languages. A major problem

extending human factors methcdology has been to develop a
definitict for the ease-of-use of a -.onprocedural language

that corresponds to intnitive notions of ease-of-use and

permits measurement in a feasible atount of time, with some
approximation to scientific rigor. Further, nonprocedural

languages are complex 9and involve cognitive activities

(learning, understanding, remembering) rather than only

physical and perceptual oneas. [Ref. 7: p. 161 This is a

tall order, however, and has yet to be filled.

Nonprocedural languages differ in ways that may affect

their ease of use; namely, they are:

1. Syntactic Form--With two-di tensional form, users

write queries by filling in forms on CET screens. Linear
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syntax is written in normal left to right, too -o bo--oM

fashion. Two variants of this syntax are shown in Table IV.

SQOARE employs a positional linear syntax while SQL uses a

key word.

2. Procedurality--Experiments of Welty and Stemple

using TABLET and SQL conclude that people more often write

difficult queries correz tly using a procedural query

language than they do using a nonprocedural query language,

that is, specifying a step by step method for achieving a

result as opposed to describing a desired result wi-hout

no statistically significant difference In the ability to

wri e easy queries. However, there is a statistically
si ni ficant difference when difficult queries are used.

Their results show a zlear difference In the ability of

students havina little or no experiance with computers to

learn the two different languages. They conclude that the

cause of the differerce to be +he concrete procedural model

underlyine 4he TABLET queries and missing "n -h-? less ore-

dural SQL queries. They believe that the TABLET users were

enccuraged by TABLET's procedurality -o think in terms of

concrete procedures that change tables of information, and

that this allowed them to perform somewhat better. Other

results also clearly indiczated that exposure to languaqes

designed for expression of procedures, BASIC and FORTRAN,

gave students experience which helped them retain TABLET but

not SQL. Additionally, a second experiment showed that the

more procedural language was easier to learn for students

with no previous computer language exposure [Ref. 22: p.

6401.

3. Data Model--The relational model imposes little

constraint cn the way thit a user is able to interpret and

utilize data. There are no zomolex tree or network
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TABLE IV

Examples of Nonprocedural Language Queries

Query Example Query: Find the names of
Language al emploea-s in department 50

who earn more than 50,000.

SQL SELECT NAME
FROM EMP
WHERE DEPTNO = 50
AND SALARY > 50000

QB:-_ EMP NAME DEPTNO SALARY

print- 50 >50000

SQUARE V mp (1501,>150000')
NAME DEPTNO, SALARY

IQF ll FROM EMP FILE

FOR DEPTNO 50
A TD FOR SALARY> 50000

4 LIST NAME

FOCUS TABLEFILE EMP
PRINT NAME
IF DEPTNO IS 50
IF SALARY GT 50)90
END

RAMIS II TABLE
FILE EMP
PRINT NAME
IF DEPTNO IS 50
IF SALARY GT 50300
END

TABLET FORM DEPTFIFTYRICH
FROM DEPTNO OF EMP
AND SALARY OF EMP

KEEP ROWS WHERE DEPTNO IS 50
AND SALARY GT 50000

PRINT NAME
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structures that coerce all ,isers inr.o a carticular ii-

view of -ha relationsh Ip, I ? . a lcical -.

data base. A virtue of the relational mclel is its simpli-

city and ease of description for all users. A general

purpose data mar agement system shold allow the user the

expressive power of the network model and allow naive users

to pretend the data base is a collection of relations

[Ref. 23: p. 8081.

D. THE ISSUE OF PRODUCTIVITY

Thrcuqhout industry,. ths most widely chosen method of

solving the problems of. programmer productivity, responsive-

ness to end-user needs, in:reasing information demands, and
changing data recuirements, to a d more people. As a

result, system devecpment has become Tre of --he most labor

intensive processes in American business. The fallacy of

that approach is proven by Brooks [Ref. 24: p. 13-26], by

showing that adding manpowen increases communicaticn needs

and actually results in degradation, at leas+ initially, of

productivity. There is a natural tendency -o equate har!

work with productivity, but this is not the case; personnel

effort does not equal productivity. The key is not neces-

sarily tc work harder but to work smartar, more efficiently

[Ref. 25: p. 21]. Productivity is a function of people,

even if it is accomplished through a machine.

Welty and StEmple [Ref. 22: p. 6261, agree that humans

remain the crucial part of the system. Efficiency in the

use of a system can be ineffective if the system is not

designed to match the needs and abilities of its users.

This fact has led them to explore research involving the

human oriented aspects of computer languages previously

cited. Software that will enable a manager to enter input

and generate output from a terminal in a conversational mods
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and in a lanauage close to English is th -re . of -hl

future. Business people want simple, versatile prcrams

that are reliable, readable, verifiable and mai:iairabls

[Ref. 13: p. 701.

The data relevant to various human factors design prob-

lems cover a wide span and exist in many forms, such as the

following:

Common sense and experience, such as the designer has

in his "storage," some of which may be valid, and some

not,

Comparative quantitative data,

such as relative accuracy in reading two types of

visual instruments,

Sets of quantitative data, such as measures of

samples of people and error ratss in performing various

tasks,

Principles, based on substantial exps.rience and

research, that provide1 guidelin.-s for desLign,

Mathematical functioas and equations -ha-: describe

certain basic relationships wi-7h human performance,

such as certain types of simulation models,

* Judgement of experts,

* Design criteria, consisting of a checklist of

specificaticns [Ref. 26: p. 4581.

Numerous experiments in this area concerning nonprocedural

languaqes are based on quantizative data, although indust-y
in actual practice has been found to rely on the judgement

of expei.ts.
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Froui numerous s-zudie-:s anl experiinen-. -, a laundry litof

essential featurss a computer language shouli have it: s

to interact qzacqfully wt i-ts users has beer esraolshed.

It Is not desirable that in ideal Language should mimiAc -a

human style of communiLcation. Rathier, the system should

sati-sfy the communicati-on needs of its users in the way that

makes best use of the available tac~nology. f Ref. 9: p.

29] No industry wide performance standards have been estab-

li4shed for tradi-tional programming p:oductivity measuremznt,

let alone for the newer nonprocedural languagas. Typ--cal

examples of such measures would include output per mtof

--ime, variance in schedul:?i vs. ac-nua~ t4ne a-orsucsr

completion, degree of fulf_1iment of zequiremuents, a n

mini-mal recessary maintenance. For =r*i -: now', al! wS eI:

tc o io. n -; ths judgement of man~agers, who, though lackng

any har-d and f ast statistical data, have decided th at

nonprocedural languages are a, grgat boon to productivity.

E. TO USE OR NOT TO USE

These languages can offer siinifi-cant reducti ons in

complexity and ccst for both -he applications programmer an,!

the non-expert In accessing -he da-:abase, but they are not

the be-all and end-all of programming languages. One must

bear in mind t-ha t many of th e "nae w 1 features o f the

nonprocedurai. languages have been ava-iable for years. Some

early languages such as SPECOL were designed speci-fically

for file manipulati-on. lark 1V and INQUIRE are dasigned as

file management systems; Ma:rk IV "is an effective report

generator.

The rules specificatJins of ADF seem to be Ieared quite?

readily, although a new vocabulary Is i-ntlroduced, different

naming conventions are usei,, and various rules must be tied

together to form an executable AD? system. New programmers
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kend to be confusel until they have written and ii; :n.-.ed

an application themselves. However, the use of ADF has been

rejected by one company for several projects because of

deficiencies in standard processing that would have required

special processing to overcome. rhe inability -o access

multiple data bases and multiple hie-rarchical paths and the

access to only cne occureace of a segment type are two key

restrictions that have limited appliations. [Ref. 8: p.

172 ]

Most nonprocedural language vendcrs have a myriad of

tales ccncerning queries ha- requrz a handful of instruc-

tions, as opposed to the hurdreds or -housands of lines of

code which would be required if p:ogrammed la procedural

language. This is possible because the lanauage is able to

make a lot of assumptions about the task at hand. A mere

complex query for such a language is one where some or many

of the assump::c.s are untrue and therefore -xce ptns.

Under these circumstances, it is questionable as to whe-h-r

-he simplest solutien inv ves asing the 7nglish-like

language. In fact, it may be fas- er and easi-r -o write te

program in COBOL if -he query is complex. [Ref. 15: p. 11

Despite the claims made by their suppliers that many

nonprocedural languages are simple anl "English-like," therc?

is good reason to doubt whether a command mode is a suitable

interface for more than a proportion cf -he possible users
of a computer information system. auite a few of today's

nonprocedural languages have recognized this and provide a

dial.ogue (question and answer) mode. [Ref. 4: p. 15]

Computers have impressive speed, storage and accuracy

which are bypassed if we ase natural language. User know-

ledge of the application domain seems to be critical;

without this prerequisite, natural language usage would be

extremely difficult.
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F. SUNNARY

As the number of potential couputer users increases, it
becomes necessary to reexamine programming language

concepts. Rather than levelop more powerful procedural

languages, descriptive, very-high-level languages may be a

better approach. Very-high-level languages allow the novice

user to describe the problem rather than the method for its

solution. The user is not rquired to transform a conceptual

data mcdel, which is problem oriented, to a machine oriented

model. rRef. 12: p. 116] Many feel -hat user software

erhancsrents zen:esernt thi_ wave of 'he futur = and tha- there

will be little, if any, need for pract4itoners. Considering

the growth of ccmputer sites, as well as the arowth of

applications at existing sites, this prognosis is hazily

justified in its entirity. What is reasonable to exoect is

that the data processing environment and the skills utilized

by data processing practitionars will chance dramatically.

No matter how powerful computers and software become, S
hard -c imagine eliminazing the n-aed for a prcf essional

staff tc direct and improve the iata pccess-ng function.

It is logical to exoec-! that the nature of the

practItionr s pcsitIon will shift from a proaraming orien-

tation to an analytical onea. it is arguable that softwae

quality would improve greatly if greater emphasis were

placed on analysis rather than upon programming today.

[Ref. 15: p. 41

If shared management of information resources will be

the trend in the 1980's, we will nee some strategies to get

information management invclved with users and users

involved with information management. This is not meant to

discount the viability of traditional procedural program-

ming, the value of third generation languages, or the

employmernt perspective for computer programmers.
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Non-procedural languages and the n. pool of ror:amM=_31

they produce are a complement to traditional programming,

not a substitute. There are some applicaticns for which te

nonprocedural approach is clearly not applicable.

Adlitionally, there gene-ally is a point in the complexity

of any class of problems beyond whizh procedural specifica-

tion is simpler than nonprocedural (Ref. 22: p. 6281. It

is clear that computer usage cannot feasibly be limited to

relatively few specialists. Equall, it is not viable to

require a high level of compute: skill for the performance

of all crmni:tr orocess'i-.. Now that khq COmoUter is no

longer viewed as a stellar wonder, accessible only to data

processing experts, industry has come to realize that the

computer is a tcol, albeit a sophisticated on_, and "hat

naturalness for the user in the devalopment of prog-amming

languages is an issue whith must ba addressed.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF RARIS II

A. INTRODUCTION

Chapter V and this chapter are essentially the backbone

of this thesis and the basis for the choice of the partic-

ular topic. This chapter will deal with the industrial

response to RAIIS II as Zhapter V will deal with FOCUS.

From this industial response by the user organizaticns o'

certain questions will hopefully be answered and offer

enlighterment as to whether the purposes for acquiring such

systems have been fulfilled. Through questionnaire submis-

sion and reply and/or personal interviews with th user

organizations listed in Appendix A, determination will be

made as to the value of RAMIS II 3nd its related system/

components to be discussed later.

The s-.ructure of this chapter w *I * first leal wl h

vendor company and the products and services it offers

and/or attempts to provide, followed by an examinaticn of

the industrial response aad a conclusive determination as to

user satisfaction with the vendor, the product, and thv

resultant productivity gains within their respective organi-

zat ions.

B. NATHEMATICA PRODUCTS GROUP (MPG) AND RAMIS TI

Although RAMIS I, RAPID ACCESS 11ANAGEMENr INFORMATION

SYSTEM, was first developed in 1967, Mathematica Inc. did

not form Mathematica Products :roup (MPG) until 1975. It

was formed solely for the purpose of leveloping, marketing,

distributing, and servicing the RAIIS II product/s. The
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act uaI PI SM- nor.procedural product we know t -a-i was

released -to the marktplaz in 1977. Acco:ding to thi .a:k-
eting packages obtained and from interviews with branch

management, Mathematica loes more than simply produce soft-

ware. it also provides consultation services, and conducts

policy research in conjunction with the software production

process. Through what they term "ongoing research" in the

areas of business management and computer technology, MPG

attempts to provide a comprehensive , easy-to-use manage-

ment information system which also provides effective and

officio-t use of related comutzr resources.

Their boelief is that the increasing demand on program-

mers' time has created the need to simplify the programminq

process to allow for inc:easei programmer prcduct-ivity and

increased nonprogrammer use of installed systems. Rapid

advances in computer technology have also created the need

for adaptability to constantly changing programming environ-

ments. These demands by today's in-ustries have led tc the

massive efforts in the z:-qation of ma-keti:g enhancements by

MPG and the other nonproclural product manufacturers.

MPG is involved in a continuing process to develop,

expand, and refine their RAM IS II product lines. Their

marketing approach stresses to present and prospective

clients their practice of using seventy (707) percent of

their research and programming effort to improving their

present product and adapting it to future generations of

computing equipment. The other thirty (30%) percent of the

research effort is dedicated to inalysis of the futurl?

requirements of business and the subsequent MPG product

release to meet those requirements.

In line with this apparent dedication to continually

improve their product line is their product usage
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restriction to IBM -e.z, -- 1i:Den:. So ln g.s

clientele maintains the ir usage of IBM compa-ible

equipments, IG will be able to con+inue c ?rovide

services. This aspect of MPG is aided by maintaining a

close contractual and on-test-sits relationrship with IBM for

their prereleased software and hardware products. This

relationship is mandatory in that MPG must also meet

contractual relationships with its users.

The product that MPG produzes is the RAMIS II system and

its related nonprocedural language, a combination of a Data

Base a.agement System (DB1S) an! a 4TH ieneHati-- "

to (1) allow for a simplification of communications be-ween

the use- and the computer using English like queries where

the user states "what he wants" wire how to do it; (2)

allow ease of access to iaformation by all users; and (3)
also allow for application generat-ron enhancement to
simplify the prcgramming orocess and consequently increase

applica-ion programming produ--vi ny. In their own words

RAJTS II ,, combi-nas a zoprehesive data base anacemen:
system with a proven, easy to use, nonprocedaral computer

language for report preparation and records maintenance."

NAMIS II pro ises to provide the user with the ability

tc examine more information and combinations of information

to form more valid and appropriate decisions; to access
information more quickly; to cre-te new systems and

applications in approximately one-fifth the time of
procedural languages; and to make queries and receive

replies from the database 2ore rapidly.

In conjunction with these abilities, RAMIS II promises

the user the benefits of less environmental maintenance of

the database; data independence to reduce maintenance and

user constraints; increased storage and computer rescurce
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ef icienc7I -aster !:)lemsn -r : ltCO- vin s:

port ab_1"ty and the bottom line pcoduct.ivity enhancement.

To accomplish the aforementioned items, RANIS II offers

an inteqrated package of features from which the

user/consumer can construct a system that will be designed

to meet his exact requirements. The features of the basic

package and cptional components and their related

descriptions are listed below. The costs/prices of thess

packages/components are given in Appendix D.

1. The E~sc AM!S IS Svste

a. RANIS II Data Bases--provide for the storage of

data for present or future application use.

b. Database Mnager--allo ws for efficient data

access and use as well as effective use of human ani

computer resources through the use of the RAMIS II nonproce-

dural !anuaqe.

c. Jonprocedural Larquage Processor--allows for

app licat icn generation, report- preparation, and f *le
maintenance by use of the 1PL.

d. Interactive Request od ification--allows for

corrections of erroneous requests and generation of requests

for add-tional data by revision of previous requests.

e. Screen Manager--allows for control and manipula-

tion of the screen environment.

f. Operating System Interfa: a--allows for operation

of RAMIS II and the ability to run under all operating

systems that are IBM mainframe compatible.
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2. £.ional OoneDnts for RA:I!S I

a. Procedural Language intarface--allows the use of

procedural languages to manipulate and maintain da-abase

records.

b. GRAPH and High Resolution Graphics--allows for
production of charts and graphics on output devices.

c. External File [nterface--provides for access and

repcrting on files external to the RPAIS II system by decia-

ration in the RAMIS II Fil. Dictionary.

information stored on a variety of other data bases

including ADABAS, D7:/1, D4S, I.S, and TOTAL. Can

retrieve information using RAMIS II for further processina.

e. READ OS/DOS--illows users from the VM/CMS envi-

ronment to access from CMS to other lata bases maintained by

other operating systems =unning un~er 7M.

. Financi-a Plianina--al ws analysis rf informa-

tior. unde r varicus means tc obtain complete objectivity

studdies and the production of various financial reports.

g. APL Interface- -allows a user from the APL envi-
ronment complete RAMIS II capabiliti-s.

h. Executive--al lows cataloguing of RAIS II

requests for further processing at a later date. Can be

used to create dialogues and menus for processing purposes.

-. Usage Accountinq--is a tool for the Data Base

manager and administrator to fine tune and administrate the

DBMS based on monitoring, documentation, and analysis of

application use.
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j. Interactive ReCuest Mod- f-cat ionx 

(IRM/E)--"extends" the IRM capability by allowing dsvelop-

ment, storage, and cataloguing of requests.

k. Communications Int:2rfazs--ailows for operation

of RAMIS II in a timesharing or teleprocessing environment

with RAMIS II or a procedural langua;e.

i. Integrated Zommunications Interface--"provides

an effective alternative to CICS and ICCF. As a complete

RAMIS II terminal network manager, it is both more effi-

and easie: to use."

3. Future RAMIS 1I Pro duct sZCmonents

a. iELATE--will be a relational model -o allow

combination of data from various sources and provids.

"'practical aata manipulation tool.",

b. Formatted Szreen M inBg:_--wil a!low -h.e user

easier construction of user appiication menus for la-a

entry, change, and proceassing.

4. Trainin and Services

Besides providinq the product and services previ-

ously mentioned, MPG offers extensive training and post

sale and implementation servicss. Training offered ranges

from the basic beginner's classes to the more advanced

processing classes using RAMIS II. They offer individual

and group training at single and packaqe rates. They

conduct classes in-class or on-site. Examples of training

and classes offered are given in Appendix C. The ccst of

this training is given in Appendix S. Their post-sale

services include on-site counselling and assistance, a

consumer HOT-LINE to hanile serious and urgent p-oblems

rapidly, and d-irect access to/assistance from the numerous
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branch cffices where thay promis, to solvs your zr- n

expeditiously or have a representative on-site within 24

houzs to answer 4uestions and/or c)orect problems the

installed system.

MPG's marketing packages, pamphlets, seminars, and

their trained knowledgable personnel present a pretty

picture of PAMIS II, as =an be seen by these introductory

statements, of which many were taken from actual RAMIS II

marketing abstracts. The tools they work with are up-to-

date, well documented, and f:om acceptable/reliable

sources. With their Maket- 4- 1 a nd teeoo in

enced salesman would have an excellent chance of sel!inq

thir product; however, the personnel workinq for MPG are

knowledgeable and well trained, and present a good produc-

which they truly appear to believe in, in an excellent

manner. Their comFanis sales record is demonstrative of

this ( 50 Millicn in cumulative sales in 1981) as is a

quotation, albeit biased, from MPS's president RiCharl I.

Cobb.

N1o other systeas software has eve: achi.ved this level
of sales and recognition in so short a period of time.

The next section presents the risponse by users of the

RAMIS II product to deter~ine if the promises made by MP-

and RAMIS II have been kept and the obligations fulfilled.

C. ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL RESPONSE ro RAHIS II

The followinq analysis is Iivide_ into the same sections

as the questionnaire in Appendix 4 used to conduct the

research. Using this format will hopefully aid in making

the comparison and analysis of the in3ustrial responses

clearer and more meaningful.
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'h-'s majority Cf th-s compa.'isn in-viw-d .- ', f'-1

recently acquired the RANIS iI system. The size of these

oranizatiors ranged from 35D to 10,000 people with tha

number of actual users in each organization ranging from 100

to 2500. There was no relationship between the total number

of people in the organizations ana the total number of

users; the number of users, types of users, and other DP

need determinaticns were a dir-ct result of the quantity and

the complexity of the organizations' business transactions.

The type of work the company did and the particular jo

descriptions of employees generally dictated the nee- for

computer usage. The amcdnt of data orocessing and ccmputer

usage by these organizations was usually quite larce and an
inregra part of their business; hDwever, in all but one

of the ccmpanies interviewed, the amount of data processinq

done usinq RAMIS II was between 5 and 10 percent. It is

worth mentioning that the company that did not fall in thi-s

category conducted 50% of their DP using RAMIS I1 and had an

entire system dedicated - the task.

The way that RAMIS II was chosen over other competi-

tors is also of interest. In most cases, the detailed cost

and product analysis done prior to acquisition, was done by

three or four managers and/or data processing representa-

tives sitting dcwn over - pot of coffee saying to each

other--"I like this."-- "I don't like this."--"This would be

nice. "--"Let's get this on-ll without any formal quantitative

analysis.Some ccmpanies actually did conduct cost/benefit

analyses and compared the various products, the vendor
services provided, systeam capability, and other relevant

aspects; howeve=r, even in these organizations, the final

decision was made by those three or four managers sittinq

over a table and a pot of coffee hashing It out.
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Depending on the their needs, the various cce-irg

products mentioned by the companies interviewed i:cale 1

other nonprocedural languages, report generating 2rodicts,

query languages, and other da-abzse systems like FOCUS,

NOMAD, SYSTEM 2000, ORACLE, INFO. SQL, ADRS 11,

EASYTRIEVE, AND MARK IV. The reasons for the choice of

RAMIS II included availability, user friendliness, RAIIS

II"s compatibility with their system, RAMIS II's product

mix, the type of processing required, vendor services

provided durinq and after sale, and in two cases "vendor

interest and involvement. Since many of these systems are

very recent developments, and at the time of actuisi-ion -he

choices available were few; but in almost all cases, the

companies said that if -hey were orssented with the same

decision currently, the zhoice woull still be the same.

The work accomplished using ?AMIS II varied slightly

among the orqanizations, but the majority used the system

for data analysis, management Iezision support, renort

aeneraticn, and ad-hoc inquiry. The more technically

oriented firms have constructed detaieI models and proto-

types usinq the system. The users of the systems ranged

from clerical staffs to middle managers. in only one of the

companies was there any use by op management. Generally
high level managers submitted requests to the :P department

or instructed their staff/s to obtain the desired informa-

tion. The majority of the users tended to be the staff

personnel who processed and retrieved the desired informa-
tion for management. Also the number of personnel and

manpower levels in these organizations was not reduced due
to system installation; RAMIS II simply provided another
tool to work with. However, to prevent misinterpretation,

manpower levels could have been reducei because production

and processinq capability 3f existing users was increased in
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mos- cases almcst five-fold usina what one nr. rv wee

termed "a conservative estimate.,,

Contrary to the vending company's beliefs, the

system cannot simply be loaded into the computer and be

ready for use. The amount of time to get the system into

"full swing" varied. Some companies achieved desired

results within three months of installation while others

required over nine months and were still unsatisfied with

the results which one termed "failure to meet their own

foolish expectations." Also it appeared that ths level of

difficulty of applications desired was a determining fac-or

in the organizations' attempts to have the system up and

fully supported. The higher the level of difficulty of -he

target applicaticns, the longer :he implementation time.

This was generally not pointed out to customers, but they

are told that to achieve zertain levels of expertise

requires learning the system wall thr:ugh usaae and t-rainina

which is the subject of the next secticn.

2. Traaia

According to the user organizations, training

provided by the vendor ias adequate. Training consis-tel

mostly cf beginner introductory parkages in the areas of

"Basic Reporting" and "Basic File Design and Records

Hanagement," but courses up to the most advanced skill

requirements were offered by the vendor. With a choice of

either blanket or per- per son rates, most organizations

chose to train all users with the introductory package whils

sending only their counselors and data processing community

to the more advanced courses. A few companies letermined

'.hat using this -ethod would allow lifficulties encountered

by the resident users to be solved by the counselors and/or

the companies' DP people ind thus save additional training
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costs. Other companies set up or are setting uo i.-.hi.e

training programs to inzrease user knowledge and abzity

without incurring ad.3itionil traininrg cos-s; howeve-, -he

companies that have relied on EAMIS It (MPG) for training and

vendor support had the shortest implementation times and

have experienced a greater degree of user satisfaction and

productivity. By initi ally chDosing vendor provided

traininq, these companias avoided unnecessary delays in

both time and efficiency due to excessive user error. These

same companies are happy with the vendor training and plan

on continuing with follow-up and refresher training despite

the additional ccst.

During the training and start-up phase for tha RAIIS

II system, most organizations were faced wizh adlitionai

work backlog, but all but one company blamed this backlog

on reascns other than RAMIS 11 installation. The =spcnses

attributed khe backlog to poor management and mismanagemen'

of exiszinq resources. Jnly one company did not have any

additional backica occur. The -.ne organiza-ion t a- -i

attribute the additional backlog on RAMIS I also happened

to be a company that decided -o conduct its own zraining and

experienced a longer implementation time.

Initial and refresher training provided by the

vendor seems to have been the preferred alterna-ive and the

wiser choice as was evidenced by these organizations'

greater degree cf satisfaction and shorter implementation

times. The companies that decided to conduct their own

training sacrificed user satisfaction and efficiency for the

cos- of training.
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3. Learnabilt v

The learnability of RAMIS 11 was again dependent

upon what was earlier termed the lifficulty of the applica-

tions to be produced. rh. users found the simpler functions

easy to understand and ?xecute wh.le the more demanding

frequently met with error and required the assistance of

others to correct. Although the majority of the users found

high retainability, they stated it was due to continued

usage, not to the simplicity of syntax of RAMIS II which

they also added could use improvement. The users di

en.-ure: many problems :earnina o use the sy:en, b: -

the vast majority of users, the e-rrors encountered wers

minor and were ccrrected by use of manuals or Organizational
assistance. The areas of ireater difficulty often required

direct contact with MPG representatives to correct problems

enzountered and occasionally rquirel the use of the vendor

HOT-LINE.

The area of learnability is an area of debate. Some

users were enthralled with -:he lanuagqs simplicity whi!l

others mentioned room for improvement. There was 1lsC no

aqreement on whether It was easier '-or a nerson with or

without prior programming experience to learn; however,

there was general agreement on the fact that RAMIS II was

decidely easier to learn than any procedural languages to

the point that a user could write RAMIS II programs after

weeks of training that would require months of training with

its procedural counterpart.

4. Dcumenation

The vendor documentation provided to the user organ-

izations was deemed complete and accurate in all instances

and rated excellent by three organizations; however,

despite the agreement on completeness, there was also
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concurrence on 'he lack of structure in them. Although al]
necessary aspects were zovered in complete detail, ths

majority of users could not navigate through the :sxm to

find desired answers. In one organization in particular, a

training class was set up for the purpose of teaching the

users how to find needed information in the manuals. This

deficiency has been pointed out to the vendor in at least

three instances and, according to the organizations, has not

recieved serious attention thus far. Despite the lack of

structure, the general opinion found the documentation

quite adequate and user r.ferral to the documents were both

commonplace and essential.

5. Vendor S pRort

The vendor support questions recieved var:ed

responses. In the area of initial considerations for acqui-

sition, many companies listed continued vendor support and

services as one of their key reasons for chcosing MPG and

RAMIS Il. In the area of initial package delivery, all but
one company was sat.sfiEni, and -hat particular company

complained that it was still experiencing problems which had

not received their required share of vendoc attention.

After the system had been installed and "broken-in," most

users said that they had few complaints, and the RAMIS II

system met their reasonable expectations. Generally they

found it to be error free, but periodically found a "bug"

which required correction. This psriodic problem was the

major point of dissension toward RAMIS II services, The

problem being that the user's .omplaint was always solved by

what one company termed a "trial balloon," or temporary fix,

until a tested solution was released to correct the error

possibly 3 to 6 months later. Tied to this was the comp-

laint that these temporary solutions were not distributed

quickly enough to the other RAMIS II organizations to
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P=9venr_ Siziar occurrer:s Th-? 1is: item discuss- was

the vendor HOT-LINE and i-s usefulness. 4ost organizaticns

used the HOT-LINE grea-ly during the impleientation and

start-up phases, and after they became accustomed to the
system, they used it very sparsely. The majority of users

professed satisfaction with vendor support, but did not

like the "trial halloons" mentioned earlier.

The general opinion found errors to be almost nonex-
istent, and when they were found, either they were

corrected in-house or the vendor provided adequate correc-

tior in a -fmely manner. The prvious probiem seermed -o
have been a rare occurrence rather than the norm.

6. Hardware SuaaortZ_o nversion

In all but one of the organizations interviewed, no

hardware support and/or conversion was necessary. All the

organizations in the sarvsy ar=irady had large systms (:B%

3033's, 3370's, 3081's,aal 4300's). The resource requ-4e-

ments for RAMIS II ar quite ex-ensiva (ranging from 400K to
102LIK of memory per user Aepending aoon 'he overlay str ic-

ture chosen) , but none of the companies intervieswed

required additional memory or storage requirements to what

they already had. According to RAMIS II representatives

even the older and smaller IBM systems had no problem in

regard to adequate resources.

in some of these organizations after RAMIS II had
become an integral part of the existing system, additional

memory and/or a different mainframe was procured to increase

the efficiency and response time of the system. Also, the

computer center managers of the companies knew or determined

what combination of resourzes would best suit operations and

took appropriate measures. In one system the RAMIS 1I usage

has evolved and developed to the point where one entire
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system, the comany has two, is d-ic ted to RAIS i. A

determining factor as to rescurce requirements lies ir the

interrelation of AIs I to the othar parts of "hz computer

installation. In one company the corporate DB is in TOTAL,

but is accessed almost entirely usini RAMIS II. Bvery time

a report requirement is generated, RANIS II must create its

own DB from the TOTAL system information, and then generate

its report. In another organization each user creates and

maintains a separate DB for his/her own use.

RAMIS II consumes alot of computer res3urces, and

dependira uoon heoverl.ay stru,,ct.Ire, colr,01ter S VS te
management, and its relation/iateraction with other

systems, could conceivably consume a much greater amount.

Yet by itself RAMIS II has been tsrmed a very efficient

product in terms of both response time and resource usage

(Ref. 27: p. S11]. The reasons for hardware conversion

were almost exclusively iaherent to the particular organiza-
tion, and not primarily due to RXMIS Ii. Althouah 3PG

states its dedication to Droviding a nonproceliral oroduct

that makes the most efficient use of resources, this was

not a major concern of the organizations. t truly appeared

that with ,,decreasina harlware costs efficiency is no longer

a major concern" [Ref. 28: p. 38].

7. 1_ iesZg_ss

Most of the organizations interviewed do not use

RAMIS II security feature s ,  but some do use them in

conjunction with the operating system's security prcedures/

precautions. RAMIS II offers security with password

control, data item acz-ss control, and command t yp,?

control; however, the companies preferred to use their

previously installed systems such as RACF (Resource Access

Control Pacility, which matches each resource to a user
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and variOUE~ narsvor! I~to~ c~i a~

com bination of the opera ting system's and RAMIS II's

security features, while still others only used RAMIS II

security with their PAMIS II files. The companies that did

use RAMIS II security had no complaints, but they dealt

mostly with unclassified data or did not require serious

security precautions. MP- claims to provide a high degree

of security although the RAMIS II DBMS can be shared among

many users.

Control of users that have read/write access and

authorization to update/change existing files ensures only

authorized changes can be made to files, records,

segments, or even fields. Oraanizations still preferred

existing security measuze6, and the majority of changes made

by users were tc their Dwn RAMIS II DBs. In almost all

cases, with the exception of those having a dedicated RAMIS

II DBMS, the corporate DB could not be updated by RA IS II.

Also changes made to the corporate DB were done by the DP

departmen-s, no- by individual users.

The area of backip procedures and measures were

again handled by previously installed measures, in some

cases using IMS cr CICS transaction logging. Dther compa-

nies interviewed did not even have serious backup measures

installed, but made individual users responsible to ensure

that their changes had been made. The companies that did

require any type of backup updated the DB usually once a day

by batch means nct done by RAMIS tI. All of the companies

operated in such very stabile hardware and software environ-

ments that situations requiring such backup occurred about

once every six tc seven mzaths and had no serious impact on

operations.
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8.D c ormaflce

In the areas of performance and control of the

computing envircnment, RAMIS II offers the beginner -o

intermediate user a far more productive capability. While

constructing simrler programs and making simpler requests to

the system, the user has the impression of total contrcl of

the computing environment. The more difficult requests and

proqrams tend to alienate the less technically iinded users,
and these users frequent',- require technical guidance and

assistarce from the organization's DP community. This was
exo'~i- ! Ti any r orqanizt s -hat -he ?A!S I:
syntax is not logical and has technria! ieos.races that

the more experienced technician wouli understand, but the

beginner would not. One representative explained it In

another way by saying that all users are not logically

oriented and probably never will be.

As explained earlier ?A IS :: offers many packages

and additions to their basic package to fit various organi-

zaticnal requirements. 4 -fw cr -za zompanies inrerviiwed

acguired most of the additional packages offered by RA.IS
even though they have still used them to date. Also other

packages are simply more advanced ropi es of parts of the

basic package adding a bit of redundancy, and the less

advantageous copy is never used. Other companies found the

basic package so complete that they constructed their own

libraries to augment the system in-nouse. Expected addi-

tions to the present package offerings which are eagerly

awaited by the users, mentioned previously, are RELATE

which will offer users the advantages of a relational DB,

and the Formatted Screen Manager which will offer even

greater control cf the input/output =omputing environment.
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RAIS II can be ooerated i- both batch and :! i

environments and, accord ing to th_= companies ques- n,

does well in both. Althouagh the maority of the ccmpanies

acquired RAMIS II to sarve in the area of interactive

processing for ad-hoc inguiries and report generation, a

large amount of batch processing was done also, particu-

larly DB update. All the companies developed and

constructed their cwn appliZation programs to do this

processing, but RAMIS will provide that type of service

upon request.

All organizations agreed that RAMIS II provided an

excellent product requirin; little or no debugging. Their

estimates indicated 98 to 99 percent reliability, with the

1 to 2 percent error rates being - in-r in nature and sasily

corrected. The rare occurrenre or exception was men, ioned

previously under Vendor Support.

9. 2  ! =ZjUse Sati sfazti3n

This sec~ion deals with :he organizational view as

to whether RAMIS I! was an improvenent over the p=:vious

systems and if they experienced any organizational or user

resistance to the new systems.

The opinions surveyed all substantiated a vast

improvement over the previous systems; however, in most

cases RAMIS II was simply another tool for their existing

systems, not a replacemeat. rhese companies found RAMIS II

to be a great addition, whether it was used to access data

from existing databases or to construct the&r own.

User resistance was almost nonexistent with a few

exceptions. One organization covertly introduced RAMIS II

under the noses of the DP department, causing great

political resistance to the system when the fact was
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learned. !n that partiular company there is alzc i -'aar

that the ncnprsc-!ual p:' .. il : -will

mere's job. Another company also -xveriencsd resce

the product, but the resistance came from the nonprogram-

mers of the organization. It seems that :hey felt they were

being overburdened and beiag made to do the programmers job

also. It seemed to be more of a cultural shock. They wetr

being trained to use the zompater and had no desire to be

programmers. After the system was installed and working,

and the users became accustomed to i4, any initial resis-

tance subsided.

10. GenlI

The companies interviewed did not purchase any

tailor-made options from RAMIS II although, as previously

mentioned, they did acquire most options. The mcst used

parts of the system were again depenient upon the particular

organization's uses for RAMIS II and the iob descriptions of

t-he users. Most found the NPL processor of greatest valui

in the basic packaae. As *hce users act fur-he= 1wav f:om

report generation and more toward molelling and optimization

analysis, the prccedural inter faces took on areater

importance.

The area of RAMIS II that was termed the most error

prone was the records management language. It was not that

there were erors in the code or the package committed

errors, but that the users had the greatest problems in

that area. They commented that the inordinate number of user

errors in this area is cause for zonrern and reason enough

to influence changes to in-crease training and improve docu-

mentation on the subject.

The last line of luestions in this section inquired

as to users desires and what recommendations they had for
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RAMIS II to imprcve their product. The majority Of :=cCOM-

mendations revolved around interactiwe processing wheTr_ the

terminal prompts the user to determine what has -c be done

and what the user wants. These rezommendations called for

the prcvision of menus to prompt/assist the users in t -he

areas of error correction, applicition/repcrt generation,

and database creation/de sign (structure, forms, keys). It

seems that even with the user friendly/end user product tha-:

RAMIS II provides now, the users want something even mor.

friendly.

11. Ov=rall ACcessMnt

The opinion of all but one of the organizations

surveyed felt that RAMIS 11 was probably the best thing :hat

ever happened to their company in the area of data proces-

sing. They felt that productivity improvements went beyond

the point of increasing the productivity of individual

users. They felt that the productiviz-.es of the companzes

themselves were positively influenrzd by the use of RANIS

iI.

These reports of productiv"ty improvements are of

particular interqst in that many of them vary in reference

to measuremont criteria. in some companies the productivity

growth was gradual while in others the results were more

pronounced. One representative noticed that to accomplish

the DP requirements for the company no longer required the

hiring of additional personnel. klong the same lines

another manager was able to decrease his staff requirements

by 10%.

Other companies estimated that individual produc-

tivity had increased by a factor of 10. This figure was

arrived at by observations of programmer output regarding

the number of eports/programs which they presently and
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previously produced. Jther organizations observed -ha-_

..... shi .h r a-_-i.y ... 6 we, to . oodice usinq .o-

dural means could now be zodel and tested in 4 days usinq

RAMIS I:. One organization observed prcgrammers producing

systems a- 10 times the previous rate. Productivity

improvement was also evidenced by the programming backlog

reluction within the organizations. All the companies

commented that their backlog was being considerably reduced

or had been eliminated.

Other perfcrman=e measures were mentioned also,

but were nonquantifiable in nature. These measures included

things analysts doing analysis vica Programming or clerical

functions; increased user availability to information

imoprcvi-g decision support ; and increased user satisfac-

tiov', the implicatIon )eIng th at a happy user gets more

done.

The vast majority of companies stated :hat RANIS II

met their expectations and would continue to be ar integra:

part of their organization. Many cf the companies surveyed

chose RAMIS II as the best ncnproc_Iural product availab!4

at the best price. These companies have kept and currently

keep track of any new developments in this area and th-

coiputer industry in general, and still believe RAMIS II to

be 'he premier product available presently for their users.
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V. ANALYSIS OF FOCUS

A. INTRODUCTION

As the workload on data processing departments continues

to rise, organizations have taken a second look at the

traditional approach to programming in an attempt to survive

the deepening backlog of applications for user needs.

Productivity increasing tools are rha order. The arrival or

nonprccecural an e7.a (. z .M I F

enhancement capable of improving the productivity of both
data processing professionals and nonprogrammers through a

wide range of design and implementation approaches.

This chapter will deal with th- industrial response to

FOZUS as Chapter IV dealt with RAMIS II. As in the analysis

of PAMIS II, the research for this chap-er is based upoz the

responses of organizations using FOCUS to psrsonal

interviews and/or quesnionaires in the attempt to of fs
enlightenment as to whether the purposes for acqui:ng such

systems have been fulfilld.

B. INFORHATIOI BUILDERS, INC. AND F:CUS

Information Builders, Inc. (IBI) was established in 1975

by Gerald Cohen, now presient of IBI, and Petr Mittelman,

IBI executive vice president, the originators of the firs-

nonprocedural languages. In the short time since then they

have grown to a company with seven offices in the United

States and with affiliates in Japaa, Australia, Brazil,
Boypt, and several European locations. A new office is

scheduled to be opened in Toronto, Ontario in the near
future. A partial lis: of FOCUS using organizations is

listed in Appendix E.
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Their product, the nonprocedural lanquage FOCUS,

Ihi. -1 -V-! 4, as"iIv In!rst andabie, .........

language informaticr control system which has ix-sensive

facilities for complete applications systems development,

including comprehensive report generation, file, and data

base management capabilities. FOCUS contains facilities for

describing both simple and complex interconnected files; for

entering, changing, and deleting re-ords in the files; and

for preparing reports from information in the files. The

purpose cf FOCUS is to control an entire application and

thereby reduce t~e need for, or replace, computer program-

i. T _ "s _-ictur=i thet it csn y se' . cy

non-programmers as well as programmers. FOCUS runs on IBM

370, 4300 and larger, :r =quivalent mainframes coeratina

under VM/CLIS or under 3VS with TSO, :-ICS, cr !.S-DC.

IBI's sales revenue has doublel each year, and they

presently rank in the top 10% of all software houses. To

date in 1982, IBI has sold approximately 420 in-house copies

of FOCUS, and an addi-tional 400 copies have been utilized on

a time-share basis. IBI expects to reach the 533 copy pci-

for in-house systems by the .end of the year, and their mark-

eting personnel project reaching the 1000 point for 1983.

IBI's marketing strategy is still developing, they ar e

realizing that selling a product, no matter how gredt "t is,

requires the "promotional push" along with their good inten-

tions. Their printed material, including their promotional

literature as well as their user's manual, language primer,

and other documentation, is presentable, easy to read and

understand, and, of course, paint a glowing picture of

FOZCUS' abilities. In fa t, the F3CUS user's manual is a

text sized paperback, a plasantly portable alternative to

the IBM three ring binder approach. However, several other

nonprocedural languages whose capabilities do not match
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:hose of FOCUS are presented ir quite appe=aling marktinq

packages, which could feasibly draw the potential cus-ome:ls

attention away from the issues at hand ard -owards a. infe-

rior, or at least less powerful, system. IBI holds regular

promotional seminars throughout the country. A general

consensus of people attealing a San Francisco seminar in

October 1982 was that it was too long and t3o detailed.

Instead of presenting genecal zoncepts and capabilities, the

speaker went ino the int racies of actually writing FOCUS

queries. After four hours of thq same speaker, many in the

audience had lost the ir enthusiasm and interest.

Additiorally, IBI maintains both a hot-line and the recently

introduced help-line to ail in solving customer difficulties

with the system. Previously the hot-line answered :111

customer inaui-ies. But, they foul that the hct-li:=e was

being swamped with calls and technical experts were sper.iing

time answering !ower level inquiries. The help-line now

addresses the "run-of the mill" type of questions fro m

users; inquiries of a mor - demanding nature are referred up

-- -he hot-line for resolution. !:ow wi-h the h e p-l 1ine=-
taking care of routine .3roblems, ne experts can devote

teizr time -o more difficult inqu:riaes.

FOCUS offers an extensive list of capabilities and has

an impressive li-st of customers for tha_ short time that they

have been active In the market place.

Personnel at IBI are dedicated professionals, albiet

prejudiced concerning FOC3S, bu- t-uly committed to their

product and their customers. They were found to be know-

legeable and helpful and qgire eager to answer all

questions about FOCUS.
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1.'he -qEic ?Ocus SLs t'm

Basic features of the syste-i -are as folllows:

a. The FOCUS data base alLows files :c- be stwuc-

'tured in a number of ways includIng aiecrarchi-cal, inultipath

hier-archical, network linked, aad cross-reaferenced.

Multiple entry point and Eie invarsion are possible at any

level. Additionally, any fisld carn be indexed at any level.

b. Online operation with iateractive error- zorrec-

c. A ussr-:rienI17 Englis4h-.ike 1anqu ags for Ssci-
ifying and controlling all faciliIties and functionas.

d. A compreheas~ie query aad rreoort-'i7 caoabili-:y

for ad hoc queries and custom reporting.

e. A Di-alogue laaager compo-inn to assist in devel-

olpirn prcm~t-driven intariztiva prozedures.

A shared stric;ture- data base, supporting bota

sinpe and complex multipich and aetwork structaces.

q. An easy to ase transaction processing languagze

-for data base input, Mainatenaace9, vat idation, 0 T)u:a t. I

and logging.

h. An interactive data base editor for fils

br3wsing and records management.

-. Te aility t:) proce3ss 23A,1, VSAM!, 3r ISAM filas

as well as FOCUS lata basa files.

2. 22-4210 E29CUS C-0oneM

a. POCUS/GEAPHIC3 for proluztion of high resolution

graph forms including histograms, bar charts, point plots,
pi9 charts, a nd scatter diagrams. tis sebeon

terminals, color CRT's an! f-latbel plo3tters.
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b. FOCUS/Statistics for interactive st _--ti--s cal

functions, including time-series analysis, regressions,

crosstabs, and correlations.

c. FIDEL for f ill-screen 327x data entry/data

display applications.

d. FOCUS/HLI for direct aczess to FOCUS files from

programs written in COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/1, or BAL.

e. FOCUS/FML for production of row-oriented finan-

cial documents ard reports.

.nterfaces for processing recozis from IMS,

IDMS, TOTAL, and ADABAS data base structures. The objective

of these interfaces is to extend to thc non-FOCUS data ba=ses

all the facilities of the FOCUS que-y language in a manner
transparent to the user. All FOCUS features which require

read-only access to data are supported: printed reports,

graphs, statistical analisis, ca-.tlogued pro'cedures (-ns
dialogue manager), and the MATCH command, which combines

data from several unrela-d sources :n-:o one report.

3. Future FCCUS Comflo2ents

a. IBI generates enhancemnts on an as-developed

basis. They generally lo not charge their customers for
these enhancements which are sent automatically, along with

dozumentation. Major FOCUS releases are produced approxi-

mately every 6-9 months.

b. The big news for FOCUS is that it is targetted

to be available cn the IBM personal :ompu ter (PC) by summer

1983. Features will inclde capabilities for both uploading

of PC written applications and data to the mainframe as well

as downloading cf programs and data from the mainframe to

the PC. One s1ipping industry ex.zutive stated that when
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this capabiltiy -beccmes a reility, h( intenis to buy a
pe~scn .i cputer, if o: no other =e.son, s: tht_ - h&c

still have working copies of data ai programs in 4h- event

of a mainframe system crash.
4. Focus Trainin_

in addition to their basic system Ind optional

adi-ons, Information Builders offers training at various

levels, ranging from basic oegiaa.rs classes to advancel

processing classes. Iaiivilual ail group training are

available at individual Ind packiae rates, and can be

02 . . -he: Cf or O-it. On-si:aiz.i

the preferred since the students will be trained on the

eqaipment with which th.y will b- working. -3B .¢s,

however, have ample traiaing spare and hardware for mear-

ingful training cn their 3remises. I course listing and fee

schedule is provided in Appendix F. In addition to formal

trainino and regular system enhan-aments, "31 conlnz

their support package witn technical expertise, appl.ic.aion

assistance se.zvice, an rnsultan: se vic~s. IBI _o-mi z

that a customer will aeavr encounter a situation whe re

call for help will not receive full and satisc--ory

response. In the event 3! a syst.n ifficulty, customers

a-a directed to call and ask for technical help and to

expect to receive an immediate response. IBI pledges to

stand totally behind its system and service r.sponsibili-

ties, stating that a FOZUS warranty i-s forever.

C. THE FOCUS USERS GROUP (FUSE)

FOCUS users are enthusiastic, to say the least, about

the language, so much so, that ta.y have formed a FOCUS

Users Group (FUSE) dhich hills quarterly regional

conferences, a nationwild annual zonference, and has a
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newsletmer--all for the parpose of making recommena:ions

for improvements and enhancements back to Information

Builders for future FOCUS versions. FOCUS users weze more

than pleased with the pickage. All felt that it had at

least met their organizations present requirements and anti-

cipated that it would continue to meet future requirments.

Most users believe that it exceeded their needs but that the

excess capability was sure to be used in the future. No

user felt that FOCUS fell short )f their organization's

present information processing requirements.

D. ANALYSIS OF INDUSTRIAL RESPONSE TO FOCUS

Facets of the user response to FOCUS will be grouped

under the same headings used in the previous chapter.

Overall ratings of companies using nonprocedural languages

are listed in Table VII in Chapter VII.

1. 1:mp leaeLnta&-on

The alo cst unani mous reason fer choosing the

non prccedural language approach, and FOCUS in particular,

was the ease of use and e.fficiency of the report generatio

facilities. Thcse attending the FOCUS promotional seminar

stated that their uppermost concern in digging their way out

of their paperwork backlogs was to obtain an efficient and

speedy report writer. Other features frequently cited for-

choosing FOCUS over other languages considered were the

database management features and the full screen editor,

FIDEL. Host organizations looked at only two or three other

languages before actually choosing FOCUS, in the opinion

that they had a representative sample and that much more

comparison would be time-consuming overkill.

The main use of the system is, as stated earlier,

report generation in a wide variety of applications. For
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example, the City of FrPsno, California, uses FOCUS fc- a!

hcc payroll reports, budget preparaticn, tax computaions,

business and dog licenses, accounts payable, city clerks'

bid and contract reports, building permits and inspection

reports, parking citations, paramedic information, and city

attorney case histories, to name a few. Generally, FOCUS

was found to be used for 70-85% of any given organization's

data processing needs. Companies using FOCUS varied widely
In size and in both the number and proportion of employees

using the language. These differences, of course, had an

impact or the speed with which FO7US was integrated into
the-_= operating cycle. Set"i- q i nt 'D -e-_tn ,

with FOCUS was quite variable from one organization to

another, dependant on the volume Df the backlog and the

extent of applications utilizing FOCUS. Generally, The

learning curve seems to start quickly and gradually taper

off after a few months, followed by new things to learn as

improvements to the package and inputs from other users are

received. No reductions in manpower have been experienced

bcth because of the backloas to be :lsazed out ard because

of significant increases in applications and reports

requested by users in response to FOCUS capabilities. The

shortest time span for "full swing" opera"ions was approxi-
mately three months; the longest was experienced by a

company who has has FOCUS for one year and is not in "full

swing" as yet. A company representative stated that their
backlog was so overwhleming that they expected to take more

than a year.

2. T l*n_

All organizations interviewel opted for the on-site

training both because it was more cost effective and time-

saving and because their employees would be training in

familiar surroundings. Basic report generation and file
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management instruction which comes with the package as w:ill

as the ten day cn-site zonsultant provided a satisfactory

start-up in the opinion of mcst companies. The mor-

advanced training, as would be expected, was chosen only for

a select few higher up in the companies' data processing

echelon. Most companies plan to have more employees atteni

IBI basic training courses at 3-6 month intervals.

Companies were split about 50-50 on the subject of internal

training. While all the companies hil at least one employee

known as the "resident axpert," only about half of them
expected to usa this person to actually train other

employees in the use of F9OUS. The o-her half had no such

plans. However, this well may be a function of personali-
ties or personal preference on th- part of the resident

expert, who were all of the opinion, as stated by one of

them, "There's no way I'm spending my time teaching. It

makes more sense to bring IBI here for a couple of days.

I'm not going tc do it!" During the -ralning and start-up

phases, companies experiancel siight increases in their
bazklog but were not concerned over it. !he at-.itud-

was--"What's another couple of days r:eally going to matter?"

They viewed the negligible step backwards as a small price
to pay for the substantial steps forward which they expected

to experience.

3. L "-il "t

General concepts of the language were quickly

learned. As would be expected, the ease of learning
decreased as the difficulty of the application incrzased.

When more statements are required to complete a query, the.

situation presents mcre opportunites for mistakes in syntax,

formatting, logical thought and sequencing. Actual reten-

tion of the language has been found to be reinforced by
repetitive use. Frequent referral to the user's manual is
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experietced In t*e initial staes. With continued use of

61-a syszem, manual usage dec=sass t: tIs roi-t wI-'- S
only referred to in the event of a aew or infrequently used

application. Learnability was found to be satisfactory to

those with reascnable expectations, but somewhat disap-

pointing to those with admittedly high expectations. It

also appears that those with no programming background do

not have a significantly longer or more difficult time

learning the basics of the system than their programming

counterparts. No data is available on a comparison of more

complex applications simply because companies have reserved
t.e higher i cpa i" =c--

rienced users.

4. Document ation

Overall evaluation of vendor documentation content

was excellent. owever, the general opinion of the documen-

tation set-up was was fair to poor. The documentation is

easy to understand but suffers from being too concise,

insufficien . y labeled, not covering a1I -eeivant mat-ers in
sufficient detail, and licking cohssion betwe.n features.

For example, there is no index in the FOCUS primer. The

examples offered in the user's ma.iual are, as would be

expected, of a very general nature, and, therefore, lack any

absolute applicability to any one organization's applica-

tions. But, there are not enough examples of complex
queries. Users felt that the manual could be expanded to at

least another volume, perhaps even two more, in order to

include more examples. The example- in the basic demo are

relatable to actual applizations but just are not the same

as specialized applications.
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Customers have foand IBI to be very supportive.

System delivery was on schedule for the most part, the

systems has performed as expected, and responsiveness to

considerable hot-!ine and help-line traffic has been quick

and thorough. Customers have found themselves to be making

heavy use of the two lines after initial installation, aver-

aging several calls per week. Hot-line usage lessened

dramatically after personnel gained experience with the

system, lowering the average to one call every two to three

w-?ks. Customers were :io_-essed with both the speed and ths

accuracy of the responses received from the help fac4 -i.-is,

especially since the inception of the two line concept. All

companies stated that they have found "bugs" in the system

and that IBI was always responsive to their notification of

such problems. They could not be fixed overnight, but users

felt that IBI wasted no time in offering at least a tempo-

rary fix, while working on a permanent corr .ction.

Additionally, users stat=l that 131 notified otlher users o€

the potential problem. It should be pointed out -hat use-s

were not significantly inzonvenience by these "bugs." As

one user stated, "All systems have bugs, it's just a matter

of time befcre you run into them." Indeed, one of the laws

of software design, the law of cybernetic entomology,

states, "There is always one more bug." The point is that

"bugs" do occur hut that so far nothing of monumental impor-

tance has been affected. the "bugs" can be navigated around

or corrected by an in-house fix or vendor correction.

FOCUS does require considerable memory, a minimum of

450K for the basic systet. All companies interviewed had

suitable IBM mainframes (370, 3033, or 4300 series) prior to
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acquisiticn of FOCUS, and none required required any hard-

ware conversions or -erinhe ra. purchases to empiov ty = -YJ

system. Companies view the FOCUS system as worth the ax-tra

outlay of funds. If additional memory or other

conversicns/support became necessary, they would have no

qualms about obtaining it. The alternative of disposing of

FOCUS would not te considered.

7. _seci!z4 ess

FOCUS operates completely within the security and

access controls already in operation n a company's opera-
.6. n _Systsm. Adit -tional! y, it sffsrs ) wr! r.__-.

command control, read-write access, and access authorization

down tc the field level. Customers have expressed satisfac-

tion wi-h the security aspects of the FOCUS system. Several

mentioned, however, the questionable security measures

inside the organization posed the fact that many users tape

their passwords to their terminals so they won't fcrget

them! It was found that the smaller the company was and tho

fewer Dplce having access to the system, the less concerned

manacrment was with security/access aspects of the operating

system in general, and of FOCUS in particular.

8. P~rfo~ a nce

While no one software tool can be the optimum choice

for all people, FOCUS ha3 been well accepted by all levels

of workers. The limited main vocabulary and easy under-

standability of the language make it an acceptable tool for

the beginner, while the more complex capabilities allow tho

more experienced user some flexibility. Thus, beginners are

not frustrated with complexities and more advanced users are

not limited by simplicity. FOCUS can be as simple or as

complex as the user wishes to view it. It is for this

reason that organizations feel that the implemetation of the
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lanquace has met ,ith a .inir.um of uer resistance. T- -'-IS

same vein, the add-on packages, such as graphics or s-atis-
tical modeling, have given added flexibility to programming

applications. Most all of the cozpanies interviewed hal

purchased at least two of the optional packages, although

the evaluations cf their usefulness was varied. Some organ-

izations swore by the graphics package, while others had

found that they did not have the applications bulk to

support its purchase, or, in one case, that the package was

Just too limited for their particular needs. Similar

responses were rqceived on the FIDEL packaae; some companies

rave over it, a few others Just don't use it. As is the

case with RAMIS IT, FOCUS can be opera-ed in both batch and

real time environments, ani performs reliably in both. Mos-
applications, however, are done in interactive sessiors for

ad-hcc queries, data entry and retrieval, and report genera-

tion, while batch processing is mainly reserved for weekly

or monthly functions such as database update and certain

summary reports.

9. Imra~rva bililt ZUse_ Stisfactro

Without exception, all organizations interviewed

expressed very pcsitive evaluation of the effects on produc-

tivity brought about by the use of FOCUS. Except in one

case where FOCUS was spacifically purchased to replace

another DBMS, FCCUS was being used to augment the already

existant data processing facilities, albeit to a large

degree in some organizations. By far the most widely used

host language is COBOL, but many companies also use FORTRAN,

PL/1, or SAS. It has already been pointed out that
nonprocedural languages can offer significant reductions in

time over procedural lan;uages whet the applications are

applicable. It must be remembered that there are those

applications for which non procedural languages are not the
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most efficient or sersible? route to 'eke. They have -c - -

marked the death of traditional p-ocedural languages. ;ere

was nc user resistance to speak of :oncerning the implemen-

tation of FOCUS. Actually, aost of the new "programmers"

felt a kind of status associated with using a computer

terminal. The actual programmers, 3f course, had their own

terminals, and expectedly found this to be an absolute

necessity. Initial hesitLnce towards using the machine was

quickly overcome when the nonprogrammers realized how easy

it was going to be, and how quickly they would be able to

produce results. In short, user resistance is not a

concern.

10. General

FOCUS basic features and optional packages obvi-

ously have provided users with enough capabilities from

which to choose. None o)f the asers had even considered

asking for any tailor-made fea-ures. Some users felt -_hat

they had mere capabilities at the present time than they

fully realized and had no need for eny-hing ese. !lc o:=

particular feature of the- system could be singled out as

more error-prone than any of the others. As mentioned

earlier, the more complex the query or application became,

the more error-prone it became. This is a function of the

applicaticn complexity, though, not of the language features

themselves. Users are most anxious o see improvements in
the quality of the documentation more than any of the

features of the language capabilities themselves. Users

express satisfaction with the functioning of the system but

want a more well-documented library of user information to

enable them to reap the benefits of all the capabilities of

their system.
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1 1. Overall Assessment

Respondents unanimously felt that FOCUS had causel

an improvement in productivity, although none of the :espon-

dents had conducted empirizal studies on -he matter. FOCUS

users explained that they simply knew they were getting work

done much more quickly than they would have without FOCUS.

Calling upon experience with other systems, users compared

the expected man hours for job completion against the much

lower actual man hours employed using FOCUS, as the determi-

nant of the rise in productivity. Various means of

estimation were employed, and va-ri f-cm ccmn'y -)

company. One manager %stimated tiat a FOCUS application

which took him one and a half days to complete wouli have

taken 6 months in COBOL. Another manager calculated a 5JI

rise in the physical output of his division. Yet another

stated that he was at the point of needed additional

employees to keep up with all! th_ organizatio n's require-

ments. The introduction of FOCUS alleviated the burden so

that additional hiring was not neen. Users also varied in

the arEa of pre-ourchase feasibility studies. They fell

intc basically two categories:

* these who did conduct comparisons

* those who had used FOCUS before and wanted it again

As men- ioned earlier, those organizations actually

conducting comparisons limited themselves to a very few.

Those comprising the second group were the most enthusiastic

about FOCUS. They had used FOCUS at another organization

and four.d it to be a system which worked so well for their

applications that they felt nither the need to run

comparisons with other languages nor to do a feasibility

study.
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FOCUS features and capabilites are a!undant a.d c'.i=

ne -ore thi.n adeqia f:)r the aver.e is~r !arce is . i

complex and rigorous requirements pose a chall-rcae -c FOCUS

capabilities; however, they seem I, be meeting i . For

example, an industrial conglomerate maintains its corporate

data base with FOCUS, Pacific Telephone has over 5000

employees trained and usian FOCUS, and Home Box Office (HBO)
uses FOCUS to support the majority of its development needs.

The two weaknesses in the language are apparently its lack

of reentrancy and its inability, until recently, to support

concurrent updating. The latter became available with the
:a- =st ve.rsin. Fowever, users did not =es t_ be rOlible

by these limitations. In general, FOCUS users seem to be a

group rather adamant about the language. The forming cl a

user's group completely independently of the vendor zI an

example of such dedication. Bearin-g in mind that a company

is not about to denigrate a product which it has just spent

a considerable amount of funds to ourchase, the positive

reactions of the FOCUS using organizations would be
expected. But 4he users freely expressed their discontent,

little -houah It was, over mat:ers such as the documentation

cr the inconvenience of system "bugs." All in all, the

users are very pleased with their Systems and have stated

that FOCUS would be their choice if they had to choose

again. It would appear that such loyalty has been earned by
IBI, both through its effective product which apparently

delivers as promised and through the dedication to its

customers that it exhibits in it-s support functions.
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VI. COSTS AND BENEFITS ANALYSIS

A. INTRODUCTION

This chapter of the thesis will deal with the analysis

of the costs and benefits associatel with the ncrproceduzal

product. It will not be a numerical analysis to des-ermine

whether an organdzation with X users, Y programmers, Z

systems analysts, and a two and half year programming

backlog should acquire a nonproce~uzal product or hi'e mor:

programmers. It will not be an attempt to establish the

oDportunity cos- of a nonproce-ural product for a par-tcular

organization at a particular time. Ai-hough treodi:c infer-

ence may be made tc cost trends In the data process'na
arena, there will be no quantifiable compariscn or determi-

nation made as -o whether one shouli or Fhoull act acquire

or use a nonprocedural language ani is associated sof-_ware.

Ins-ead this chapter will list nd discuss wha- ae

generally associated as the costs and benefit-s of the
non proced'ural poducts from 'ntial considerations to

acquire the oroduct to the actual product usage. Some costs

and benefits are quantifiable, some are not. Some deal
with the social aspects of computer usage, some deal with

computer resource management, and stil others Seal with the
theme of this thesis, pcoductivity. From the following

anslysis and discussion questions about the positive an d

negative aspects of the ncnprocedaral languages will be

clarified and answered.
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B. COSTS

Companies considerin; acquisition of a nonprocedural

programming language and the software that accompanies it
have alot more to think about than the price lists associ-

ated with the product. They must also consider the impact

on their present system, its effect on resource usage, how

the efficiency of the product will additionally effect

resource usage: how much if any additional hardware or

storage requirements will be needed, or will a new computer

be needed; how much training will be needed t) achieve the

--=2_- 2. nf . w_ ht new system wck w=ll

with existing ccmputer sys--ems; and while training and

implementation is b-eing accomplished, how will it effect

the firms operations and the programming backlog. All these

items are costs, but through further discussion 4hey will

take on a new light and an even newer significance.

As can be sezn by the price lists of RAMIS II ani FOCUS

in Appendices D and G, the direct costs of these systems

are quite substantial. Only orqaniza:.ions -hat can ruiv

benefit from these systems look beyond this point whfca is

indicative cf the amount of DP that the acquiring orgiza-

tions do. These are only the truly visible costs. AIIho1'gh

all costs must be considered and taken into account prior to

acquisition, many of the costs of the nonprocedural product

are not as visible. The following paragraphs will shed core

light on this.

One of the first items of cost to consider is the

various costs associated with training. As in the case of

RAMIS II and FOCUS again, Appendices B and F, training

costs are substantial but necessary. Without adequate

training, the system goes idle and is useless, incurring

additional cost. Even with adequate training the costs of
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instruction are cn'y part of the cumul-ive_ t .- z:--.

The users that rust sit through the classes are Icst fc:

that period of time. The orqanization must plan for this

manpower loss as not to upset operations even further.

Companies that plan on conducting their own training must

consider the costs of hiring instructors or the loss of

manpower that will accompany training their existing staff

to accomplish this function. Even after all the classes are

over, there is additional training and consultation

services that must be azcomplisha- prior -o having the

system up t: f ex= s!. it..

The next item of cost is the NPL and its associated

software, and ultimately its zeff=ect on resources. Ths

following excerpts from an article from Datamation shoull

relay the general opinion regarding this usage.

Ccmpu-er resource usage is high. A UGL* uses up to 50%
more ccmputer resources than does a 3GL performing an
equivalent function.

The computer using a 14L must have virtual memory and
h-ih-speed 1/0 han ling. Fast I/O is essential. ....the
maor GLs are megabvte programs, so virtual memory is
mandancry until scme6ne burns one into a RO.. (Ref. 29:
p. 1161

It is true, and there is no arguing that the NPLs and

.their related software use a great amount of computer

resources compared to the structured/procedural languages.

Some organizaticns would have to zonsider acquiring more

memory and storage capacity, others would have to acquire

*GL refers to the (4 th Generation Languages, or
Nonprocedural Lanquages, referred to in this paper
such as NOMAD, FOCUS, AND RAIIS II.
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equipment tn inc:ease spe-- cf I/O, and still ctth-z w!i!l

requ-re new systems due to the fact that many 1PLs _rs

restricted to certain types of manufacturers and hardware.

Many times these drawbacks do not occu= or are overcome very

easily. Considering the amount of processing that needs to

be done to justify acquiring these systems, in the majority

of cases, organizations lo not neel any hardware additions

or conversions to support the new system. In regards tc the

aspect of speed of 1/0, managerial control and

reservation/assignment of resources can make this problem

unnoticeable. An example of this was noted with the use of

RAMIS at Ciibank, New Yrk.

For some applications, CPU time has been cut by 72% and
disc I/O by 841 [Ref. 30: p. 83].

By keeping track of the use of resources, the various

apolication ulsage, and tha volume and periodici-v of usage;

certain widely-used applications can be permanently put in

memory cr put on direct ancess evi-z.s to make bt-er use of

resources and ensure -hat overburdening the sys-em does not

occur. This is an area that must se-icusly be considered by

the management of the computer installaticn, and is also

dependent upon other computer considerations.

Also in the area of resource usage is the fact that the

NPL was/will be acquired to save the time of programmmers.

Through the use of the NPL and the software, the computer

is doing the work of the pcogrammer.

.... we have fcund out that the increased overhead aver-
ages 10% to 30% and is primarily dependent upon
transaqtion volume, access mathod, and record
screening criteria. The root. of the problem is actually
- major benefit of the 4GL- 4GLs make the computer do
alot of the drudge work that the 3GLs make people do.
[Ref. 29: p. 116]
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Continuing with this view of resource usage as I

ation of human versus computer -a fficiency, ore M ust

consider the amount cf timl and resource usage a programmer

using structure d/procedural methods would normally use.

Where a programmer can write a program using an NPL which is

written and tested in a matter of days, the programmer using

prescribed structural methods will take weeks and possibly

months to write and debug a program that does the same

thing. The CPU time to execute the numerous simple state-

ments which make up the NPL applization will take 9 CPU

minutes while the structured program will take 20 CPU

minutes -o execute a rew complex pn'ads an5 sysea Sort

activities. The fact is that the majority of resource usage

of NPLs comes from I/O activity, not CPU time, and as

previously stated much of that can be eliminated with good

computer resource management.

The producers of the IPLs realize the shortcomings and

drawbacks of their products and constantly work to correct

or improve this area. Through concepts of data indepen-

dence, elimination of redundancy, and transaction

monitoring, the companies try to lessen the impact on

computer resourc s.

The last area of costs of the noaprocedural product lies

in the area of acceptance of the product. The users of the

product are the people that effezt this cost by their

acceptance or nonacceptance of the new system. The first

type of user to be discussed is the experienced programmer

who is assigned to the organizat ion's data processing

department. His nonacceptance of the system could be due to

the fear of losing his job securitj due to the increased

importance of ncnprogrammer users or the possible staff

reductions which could occar. Although these fears are

generally unfounded due to the fact that these same
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Drogrammers usually become the -rainsrs and counse"_rs zz

t e nonorogrammer users, it is s aill valid con-er a-on

as hindrance in this area could have a profound effect on

organizational iffplementation.

The other type of user that could have a noticeable

effect or. the cost of the NPL acceptance is the nonpro-

grammer. What they experience is iore of a culture shock.

Their previous experience with computers is either seeing it

or being told net to touah it. They could feel that the

organization is forcing it upon them, and they have no real

desire to change their job description to include program-

miag duties. Generally the resistance of :he programmers

and their ncnprogrammer counterparts aze nonexistent, but

t!ey are still valid considerations in successfully impla-

menting a new nonprocedural system.

As seen from the previous paragraphs, the costs of the

NPL can be quite substantial in the arsas of cash outlays,

computer assets, computsr rssource usage, and the socio-

psychological infiuences. Some a:e easily identifiable,

some are not. Some are aasily quantifiable, some are not.

In order for crganizations to sfficiently avaluate tha

validity of the acquisition of the nonprocedural product,

careful evaluaticn and consideration must be given to these

costs in comparison to the expected benefits to arrive at an

appropriate decision.

C. BEREFITS

The benefits of the nonprocedural product are well

recognized, well published, and widely accepted as one of

the few means available to meet future DP demands. As with

the discussion of costs, some are quantifiable while others

are not. The big difference is their recognizability. Most
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of the bnefits are easiv1 seen, a-I ar- the reasc-s -hat

today's orga.izations buy the aonprozedural product. These

re asons include learnability, user friendliness, increas"d

decision support, more efficient use of human resources,

productivity enhancement, adapt-ibility, portability,

flexibility, and aid in the description and analysis of

these benefits, a chronological approach will be taken as

in the discussion of costs, from acquisition to having the

system in "full swing."

"he first benefit to be seen all-r acquisition of the

NPL is the increased leaznaDility. Due -o -he simplici-y of

most NPLs, they are readiiy learnable and easy to use.

Nonprogrammer users can develop enough skill to be producing

knowledaeable and meaninqful queries and reports in days

where procedural languages would take weeks to learn the

same skills. This simplicity is also evident i.. the struc-

ture of the language where the use: must learn English-like

quries to produce the lesired :_=sults rather than the

procedural queries which _equire strict and sore aifficu-

to learn structure and format. The procedural code is also

more cumbersome than the nonprocedurl code. In some cases

NPLs offer a "9O9 reduction in ohy3ical code' over proce-

dural languages [Ref. 29: p. 109]. Even in the case of the

more procedural 4GLs, there is muzh more ease of use and

simplicity than 3GLs. knother aspect of the NPLs which

tends to increase their learnability is their "user friend-

liness." Through screen interaction with the user, the .PL

can prompt the user toward correction of errors, and lead

the user to produce the lesired program/application/query

more easily. Some NPLs offer advanced interactive data

editing features which increases the language's user

friendliness and enhances its learnability even more. This

degree of helpf lness varies greatly among IPLs and is
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dependent upon the particular product. Al-so mary _.

characteristics which contribute to ' improved isar -azb i'y,

are primary causes of the other APL benefits, as will be

seer, in the succeeding paragraphs.

The improved learnability, simplicity, ease of use,

and user friendliness contributes to shorter implementation

times. The acquiring companies are able to take advantage

of the other benefits of the NPL shortly after installation.

There is minimal additional backlog and the additional costs

of an idle system are eliminated or kept to an absolute

min imum.

At this stage where the system is up and operating and

the users are educated enough to accomplish fairly substan-

tial programming functions, the inzc-eased decision support

aspect of the NPL becomes apparent. Numerous queries,

combinations of information, and analyses of data can be

accomplished in a fraction of the time that a procedural

language would take. The flexibility of the NPLs also

contributes to this aspect as changes can easily be made to

nonprocedural requests to make the program meet exact speci-

fications, while simila: changes to procedural language

programs would probably require additional systems analysis

and major rewrite. Read and Harmon comment directly on this

in their ar'icle "Assuring MIS Success." They are talking

about the 4GL's ability to do this iterative requirements

analysis.

Simply stated, define the detailed requirementsPo ram the system. Show it to the user- if it's notr'_g %, repeat this cycle again and again until it is
right. If we were using COBOL programs in dealing with
large systems, they would become unuanageable after the
third iteration. With a 4GL's flexibility, corrections
are easy. (Ref. 29: p. 116]
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Also in the area of improved iecision support I S - h

spaed of access to info.mat ior. The t=.-eR=_nous a-h~c z -
bilities of the nonprocelural products puts all necessary

information at the user's/manager's fingertips, and

provides for, reinforces, and supports valid "cision

making. The user can get the required infcrmation in time

to use it.

Another area to be exazined is the NPL's or 4GL's effect

on productivity. This productivity enhancement can be
expressed in time savings. It can b- expressed in increase .

programmer productivity or the increase of the user's

ability t generate more queries, reports, applicaticns,
and systems in less time as compared to procedural

lanquages. It can also be expressed 4n the resultant profit

of the organization due - the increasad decision support of

the nonprocedural product. The NPL aad its associated soft-

ware aids in the g- neration of applications by

nonprogrammers. Although most of these applications are

routine and noncritical, they make up the majcrity of

applications and take up the majo-y of programmer time -o

produce. By allowing the nonprogrammer users to produce
these applications, the NPLs free the experienced program-

mers and system analysts, who would normally be doing this

programming, to do their respective jobs of programming and
analyzing. The programmer becomes free to attack the

critical applications for the organization and reduce the

companies application backlog while the analyst is able to

devote his efforts to design and analysis.

Due to their simplicity and their reduction of physical

code, NPLs allow for production of smaller, less complex,

and easier to understand applications. According to James

Martin this also contributes to programmer output/

productivity.
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The ccmDarisor of productivity with large and Sma-1
programs'indicates that devaeoDment of large programs
Q.houid be avoided by DP oepar :s wnerever ocs;ike
[Ref. 1: p. '#1.

This reduction in size and complexity is also beneficial

in reducing the costs of program correction or "debugging",

which can amount to as much as "20% of total cost with small

proqrams" and "50% with large programs" [Ref. 1: p. 41].
The noticeable increases in productivity are due to the fact

that the software that has been and is being developed with

the nonprocedural systems does much of the work that the

programmer used to do. The ani1i y for produc-:vizy

enhancement by the nonprocedurai pro4uons has been commentel

on and substantiated by maay authors. A few are stated as

fol lo ws.

.the pzroductivity increases...are available now. and
the ap (the prcductIvity gap between 3GLs and GLs} will
wider. as the 4GLs develop.

using a powerful 4GL, combind with software factory
methods, provides a quantum leap -n both informa'ion
zontro! capability an Droarammer productivity. It also
opens up proq amming to a much larger section of the
work force. [Ref. 29: p. 120]

In stark contrast to the surveys of prcrammer produc-
tivity improvement are the results tsar have been
achieved with data-base user languages, report genera-
tors, graphics packages,, and application generators.
With these, productivity improvements of cver 10001 are
not uncommon (Ref. 1: p. 4.

The last benefits to be discussed deal with the vendor

of the NPL, and are some of the main considerations in the
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cost/benefit analysis. these benefits a-e the adap abiity

and portability cf the 4GL. With the vast steps belng made

in con-Uti.r technology, shifting in =:ganizaticn f=tn on-

computing environment to another could mean massive environ-

mental maintenance, molification of programs, and

retraining of users. By providing this adaptability or

portability, the vendor offers a zoumitment to the client

organization that changes to his hardware or software envi-

ronments will not effect the ipplications and user requests

that allow the organization to function. The only apparent

limitations on this portability is the current prac-tice of

-the vendors limitlng usage of r-hei products to ce::ain

hardware manufacturers. This adaptability and portability

must be a serious inclasion -n any o=ganiza:_ons future DP

plans.

Portability is essential if in organization is to avcid
excessive convrsmon costs and reap the benefits of :ew
technology (Ref. 31: p. 34].

D. CONCLUSION

The present and future demands for computer applications

are tremendous. In order to meet industry's DP needs will

require a shift from present prozedural methods. Only

through the growth of the nonprocelaral products and the

accompanied software to enhance programming abilities can

the needs and demands In met. Of course consideration must

be given to the inherent costs of the systems, but with

today's computing industry marked by the rising cost of

human resources, decreasing hardware costs, an

overburdening demand for applications, a shortage of

programmers to produce those applications, and the

constantly changing computer environments, there is no
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dcub-. that the benef-ts,_=z o utwa-gh the z;-os .Z
orar.iz:tiors tha t consid== the acquisition1 cf -n .PL :st
z.ot only ccnduct serious analysis of the benefits -o be

received or the costs avoided by th-= many varicus p=,ducts

offered, they must also inalyze the comparative degrsee to

which these products and their respective vendors commit

themselves -o prcvide for future DP r=quirements.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the research into nonprocedural languages

has led the authors to independently arrive at the same

conclusions concerning usage and productivity. Although the

numerical values of the statistics gathered by each author

are not equivalent, they are a rough approximation of the

results that can be expezted from th;? use of nonprocedural

languages in general. Comorehensive, overall ratings of the

languages by their users 3e 1is-e1 in Tabls 7.

First, and mcst obvious, is ths tradeoff between human

and computer resources. Nonprocediral languages offer a

quantum leap in application productivity as compared to

structur-d programming methods, bit they dc this at tae

sacrifice of computer resource efficiency. Although this

i.nafficiency must be considered as a ccst concar. of

prospective buyers, the f olowin; go.siierations must also

be taken into account.

1. Much 9f the computjr resource usae is nct ue to
inefficiency, but is due -: -h fac-. hat h-e NtL's
software and the computer are doing the work that the
pro rammer would normally do using structural
menods.

2. Computer costs and the cost of computer time is
falling while programmer aosts are rising. The
following quotation is lpplicable.

costs cf computer time and people time are
changing. ...Before long the cost of a person
for an hour will be ten -*mes ter than the
cost of a computer for an hour [Ref. 1: p. 31.

3. There is not enough pro rammers to meet the qrowing
demand for applications using structured procedural
me thod s.
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rABLE V

Overall Assessment of Nonproc-dural Languages I

I i 'i
Exceilan t Good Adequate Poor

I mplementation j 4 1 3 0

Documentation 11* 7 3 0

Vendor Support 7 13 I 1 0 1
Hardware/Support 19 1 2 0
Conversion I

Security/Access 2 4 15 0

SPerformance 17 0 0

:mprovabIit vi 15 6 0 0
User Satisfa !tion 0

Overall Assessment 1  16 5 i 0 .0

i 8* s rqrt-on4d e:'i.e-,. the quality and content of the
1ocurez~atlon i excellent; hoievez, user comna4nts
over t1he accessiblity ind physicil layout of "he
information indicates that there is roca for improvement.

Computer resource efficiency is important, bu: is

becoming the subject of increasingly less concern. It is

obvious from a review of the price lis's in Appendices D and

G that the nonprocedural languages themselves do not come

cheaply. The acquisition of the nonprocedural product is an

internal decision that ea:h organization must make, weighing

programmer t:Lme, salaries, project priorities, availability

of both programmers and nonprogrammers, compuzer capacity

and costs, and training time and expenses.
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Secon'lly, although ae'' aiA-d t -h- nontechr'ic~i .se:

cr ncnproqrammer, many of the experienced progr mmers in

the organizations are actually thq first zo use _he

nonprocedural languages. With their newly developed skills,

the programmers become the resident experts or counselors,

and can hopefully avoid or more easily correct any problems

encountered by the nonprogrammer users. This practice is

debatable as many experts claim that the nonpr3gramm-er has

the advantage over programmers in the use of the NPLs.

The Mcst efficient user of the n:onnrocedural lanqu'aacs
is one who has never writen COBOL (aef. 32: p. 12].

Despite this belief, it is fel> that experienced

programmers have a better understanding of what the language

is doing, and can more easily qrasp the idiosyncracies of

the larcuage that the nonprogramm.r would not pick up.

Althcuqh thhe NPLs were clearly designed Ec: nonprogrammers

-o use -or simole data entry and rerieval, uodating, ad hoc

queries, and repcr-t generation, whizh makes up the majority

of data processing, the practice of limiting nonprogrammer

usage until the programmers and analysts have a grip on it,

appears to have a sound basis.

The third item is the expectations that organizations

have of of the NPLs. Because of the simplicity and ease of

use of the NPL, many expect overnight results. They lose
sight of the need for complete training and the value of

user experience. The expectation of premature benefits

often times leads to user frustration. Also overlooked is

the fact that to construrt increasingly complex programs

requires as much if not more knowledge of the language than

a 3GL would require.
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With current 4GLs, programming complexitv rises ex-onsi-
tially with product complexity, *ah' to be functioftal -.
the upper levels requirps a consideable amount of xnc4-
ledge and experience [Ref. 29: p. 120].

Despite the expectations that the NPLs will provide over-

night sensations, there is a "learning curve" that must be

taken into account. The benefits of the system may be real-

ized fairly rapidly, but they are not instantaneous.

Fourth, users of the nonprocedural languages agree that

their productivity has iproved because of the language

usage. The degree of improvement experienced is as variabl-

as the reasons for basing the increazes i:n p:cdctivi-*y. -.

fact, exact figures on how much improvement has occurred :s

impossible to calculate since companies have not collected

any empirical data to form judgements as to the actual

improvement made. instead they have relied upon subjective

managerial observations and estimations.

Fifth and last, there are applications for which

nonprocedural languages are not the best choice.

Computation intensive work is n:t handled well (by
GLs)...Scientific 3GLs such as FORTRAN should s-ill b=

used for heavy computational work. If an application
requires both tharacter-crunching and number-crunching,
write it in a 4GL, but call the 3GL for computational
work. rRef. 29: p. 1161

Nonprocedural languages are a powerful and extremely useful

alternative to much of today's applications programming, but

they cannot, at this stage, completely replace thirl

generation languages.

Fourth generation applications dev-lopment systems aim to

fully integrate all user services in a user friendly soft-

ware product which is easy to learn and use for the new

users and efficient and complete for the skilled
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professional. These apo!icanions -eveiopmen: svszms are

the trend for the future. Through their various and

numerous capabilities anI the vendors' commitment to adapt

the products to fit technological and customer growth, the.

nonprocedural languages can be extremely valuable

productivity enbancment tools for those organizations in

positions to justify their cost.
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RE lS it USERS

Monsanto Company

Citibank

Lockheed Missile and Space

Insurance Corporation of British -olumbia

Southern Pacific Commuaica-.ons

Advanced Micrcdevices

Federal Home Loan Bank of San Francisco

Litton Mellonics
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R&!IS II TRAINING ZOSTS

Trainiag Prices/Pees

Student days/year Cost/day

200+ 570

151-200 80

101-150 90

51-100 100

1-50 110

Organizations can contrict in advance vith RANIS IT for

reduced rates.

on-sit.e courses at custosers lozation is $1,100/day. The

cost for MPGSVIFT Courses is S600/day.
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RAMIS II COURSES OFFERED

Preview of RAMIS II Release 2.2 (newest version)

Basic RAMIS Il Reporting (for nonprogrammers)

Basic RAMIS II Reporting

Basic RAMIS II File Design and Records Management

Advanced RAMIS II File Design ani RecordsManagement

Advanced RAMIS II Reporting

RAMIS II Designer's Workshop

Using RAMIS II Efficien't!y

Advanced Repcrtirg Options

RAMIS II Executive

RAMIS II Financial Pl-nnin; Option

Using Procedural Languages with RAMIS II

Describing I.S Files :o RAMIS I

MPGSTAIFT kAplications Programminq (Advanced RAMIS II)

MPGSWIFT Systems Programming
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RANIS II PACKAGE PRICES

Description Sinale Payment Monthly Payment
Annual Rental

RAN1IS II Basic Package
NPL for Report Preparation

a&Td Records management
For a Large CPU

(nodI 65,155,4341 ard la:ger) S48,000 $1250

For a Medium CPU
(model 50,1118,4331 and saillezi 24,000 625

Procedural Language Interface 15,500 405

Communications Interface

(CICS, ZTSSII, GUT S,ICCF,IMS/DC,

ROSCOE/RTS,TSOVM/CMS) 1'I,500(EACO) 380(ZACH}

Operating Systems Interface

(DOS/VS,OOS/VSE, eVS,OS,T%/CS,

TS) 5,500 (EACH) 145(SACH)

High Resolution Graphics 8,500 225

Usage Accounting 2,500 65

Finarcial Planning(DFO) 7,500 15

GRAPH 3,500 95

Exacutive 10,000 260

APL interface , 000 210

Interactive Request

Nodfication so CHARGE 10 CHARGE

Il!/EztendoI 3,5OO 95

22ternal ?ile Interface 6,500 170

Automatic Interface 6,500(ZACE) 170(ZACH1

(to ADABAS,DL/1,ThUS#
IMSTOTAL)

Read OS/DOS 6,500 170
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FOCUS USERS

City of Fresno, California

American President Shipping Lines

Holbrook Enterprises

UCLA Computer Center

Blue Cross of Washington and Alaska

ESL Incorporated

First Interstate Services

Guy F. Atkinson Company

Lamb-Wston, Incorporated

LDS Church

Rolm Corporation

Santa Fe International Corporation

Syntex Incorporated
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FOCUS TRAINING COURSES AND FEE SCHEDULE

Course 101 File Desc:iption and maintenance 1 Day S125

course 103 Basic Report Preparation 2 Days 3265

Course 105 Timesharing Workshop I Day $125

course 107 Basic Report Preparation I Day S 600

course 102 Basic Report Preparation 2 Days $265

Course 104 File Description and naintenance 1 Day $125

course 106 Timesharing Workshop 1 Day S125

Course 108 Basic Report Preparation 1 Day S 60*

For Manaqers

Course 201 Advanced Techniques Workshop 2 Days $250

course 202 Whatts Rew in FOCUS 1 Day $125

course 203 FOCUS Internals 2 Days $380

.Course 301 Decision Support I Day $125

Course 302 Host Languagq Interface 1 Day $125

Course 101/104 provides the basic training needed to create

and maintain FOCUS databases. Single path, multi-path and

network structures, file maintenan: facilities and tech-

niques are covered.

Course 102/103 covers the basi: elements of report

preparation requests, includinq data retrieval, sorting,

record screening, formt control and calculations.

Course 105/106 provides a vorkshop utilizing basic FOCuS and

timesharing commands to give tr FOCUS users hands on exper-

ieance within the CBS and SO environmnts.
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Course 107/108 gives -omprehensive overview cf FOCUS

reporting capabilities including FOCUS graphics, report

formattirg, data retrieval and calculations.

Course 201 provides a problem solving workshop using

advancedFoCUS techn techniques for building applications on

data types, their relationships, and reports to be produced.

Trse techniques and concepts not readily available in the

FOCUS Users manual.

Course 202 is designed to provide experienced FOC3US users

with a periodic update of the latest enhancements to FOCUS.

Course 203 is designed to give experienced FOCUS users

insight into the essential internal operations of FOCUS,

including structures, relationship of segments, use and

maintenance of indexes, sorting, and logical vs. physical

file traversals.

Course 301 presents the advanced features of FOCUS
reporting, dialogue control graphics, statistical capabili-

ties and their use as a decision support tool.

Courses 101, 103, 105 an! 107 ar. Iesigned for experienced
computer users, approximately one year programming experi-

ence; Course 102, 104, 106 and 138 are designed for new
computer users. Both soluences art intended to be taken
sequentially. The remainder of the courses are designed for

users with a working knowledge of FOCUS.

elased on minimum charge of 9900 for first fifteen students.

Course offered on site only.
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FOCUS PACKAGE PRICES

INFORMATION BUILDERS9 INC.

VM/370 CMS
T30OO/VSIMVSICIC5 Febnioxy .1982

FOCUS PU SCHEDULE

Onetim Monthly
ITEM Lcense LiCens

BASIC SYSTEM
FOCUS Report Generato and D1alogue S43=00 Sl7o
Manigero R~eporting foom FOCUS
and/or emigeal files

FOCUS Dato Management. Transaction $23.000 $510
Piocessor and Interactive File Scanner

OPTIONAL FEATURES
FOCUS HWs Language, Interface S8=0 $2 10

FOCUS Statificl Analysis Pactcage $6=50 $180

FOCUS Graph S~.tbsysem S8,0 S210

Modelling LangLage for Financial Reports 118.5m0 $240

FIDEL, (CRT Data Entry Longuogel 15=150 S58

TED (Tny Edkto) for Ed" tingm within FOCUS 52.000 545

Centra Data Bos Conlio for Silulaeo Us, s8.500 sm24

CP/AulstnutdlalonOpWo $2=50 5

FOCUS/API. (VS/API. uedFOCUS fliles) 56.000 $250

OPTIONAL DATA~ INTERFACES
w1ffi*0oo to report I bm (M filme 58.50 $240

VAMa Itorfaee to report 11cm DM5 file 58150 5240

TOTAL bltrfe to report f1mm TOTAL files S8.50 $240

ADAMAS ntrtaos s mport 1m ADAMAS 111 $11800 $240

OPTIONAL COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACES
OICS Wrfocs for Intecie 58.5m054
operaion ofFOuS underCICS

(MS/DC Interface for interctive 58800~ 5240
qopltonaof FOCUS under (MS/DC

FOOJS/CMSIo FOCUS/OS bldg. $2=00 6
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INFORMATION BUILDERS, INC.

FOCUS FEE SCHEDULE Fabittiary 1. 1982

TRAINING
* WMth the mnonthly license, an oplication specialist Is provided for three days to

conduct a training program.
With the onetime license, an application specialist is proided for ten days for
both application consulting and training.

* Regularly scheduled courses conducted at INl sites ore $125 per student per day.

0 Additional education conducted on mhe custorner's oremises may be obtained at the
rate o1 $900 per day for uip to 15 attendees plus $30 cer aditonal attendee over 15.

- Out of packet expenses are charged as incurred for onsitle supoat aid educaltian.

USER MANUALS
* lth the monthty license, five manualis are provided of no cast.

Ten User Manuals are provided free with the onetime license.
Additional Users Manuals are $9 00 per set pius shipping.
Quiery Language Primers are $6 plus postage.
Qick Reflerenice Guides are S2.50 each (ordered in guaniltls Of 5).

ANNUAL ENHANCEMENTS AND MAINTENANCE
" The Onetime License fee includies the fWs year of maintenance and enhancements.,

After the fist year. enhancements and maintenance ore optional and are 10% of the
csumentanetmefee.

" The Monthly License fee includes al enhancements and maintenance.

MONTHLY LICENSE CCNVRSION
*One half of th mos recent 12 Monthly License fees paid can be applied towards a

Onetimeol License8.
USAGE

*The in-house icense of FOCUS is for use at computer centers either wholly owned
by Licensee or of least 50% owned by Licensee.

ADDITON4AL SYSTEMS
*Additional FOCUS systems for use on more mhan one CPU In North America can be

obta~e at a reduction from the single CPU license fee If obtained witn a 24 monith period.
2nd systemn - 50% of single CPU fee
3rd iyfemn or more - 40% of single CPU fee

MONTHLY LICENSE PERIOD
*The Monthly Ucense is for a one year period, but may be cancelled by the

Uicenmee, at any time upon 30 days notice.

THREE MONTH TRIAL PERIOD . -

* Mnthly License tees are charged for 3 months. If in tfrA 0.^tt morin th system
6 purchsed. 100% of the triol peniod fees are apolied towards "~C110111
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APPENDIX _

RESEARCH QUESTION&IRE

a) When was the system installe',?

b) Why was this one chosen?

c) What others did you consid-r?

d) How many people usp it?

e ) How many car Lis? i4 at the sa e Lime?

f) How many people in the toti! organizaticn?

g) What is its main us,? (Real time, analysis,

model luilding, etc.)

h) Is processing done for any subsidiaries/dependent

orgqan izam-ions? If sz, what is the nature of the

proces sing?

i) What percentage of 4-nformaticn processing is

accomplished using F3CUS/RAMIS IT?

J) How long did it take you to get into full swina?

k) What level(s) in the organization use it?

1) D;d you ultimately require less manpower?

2. T *a

a) What training was done?

b) How much time was devoted to it?

c) Was it vendor provided?
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.1) Did 7o- choose a blanket or per person ra--?

e) How many people were --rained?

f) What follow-up and/or refr sher training is done?

g) What about new beginners?

(in-house or vendor trained)

h) What future training plans do you have?

i) What manuals, resident experts are readily

available to thi users?
i) Was there any work backloa while in the

startup phase?
k) Was there a need for temporary hiring while in

the start-up phase?

i) How many?

ii) How long were they employed?

ii) Wha . were they doing?

3- ~Ara :.I

a) Have you found high retainibility?

b) Were vendor estimates of training time accurate?

Off by how much?

c) Do user errors present a significant problem?

a) -How do you rate the quality of vendor documentation?

b) Is the documentation easy to understand?

c) Are all relevant matters covered?

d) How about user zomplaints over the iocumentation?
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) Do the asprs refer to 4he loc'imentat.on w'.h -'.v

reed help?

5. Valndor S!.ot

a) Did the vendor is liver on time?

b) Has the system performed as expected?

c) Vendor hot line

i) Have you used -?

ii) How often?

iii) What has been the speed of the Z;.sponss?

iv) What has been the ac=uracy of the r-sons,?

a) Did you require any extra harlware to support

the system?

h) Dil. you require -nore memorv? How much s-tcrage

dces it use?

c) Were any hardwace ccnversins necessary?

d) What hcst languages Io you e mploy?

7. segtzLAccz_ ess

a) What security measures are in effect to control

access?

b) How is data protected from unauthorized

change/loss ?

c) Who can change the database?

d) Backup
i) What backup measures do you use?
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ii) How often is th- backup update.d?

iii) How often has it been necessary to as4 the backup?

8_. or. ma_

a) What changes are possible. and are they visible to

the user?

b) How well can the language zontrol the computer?

c) How "structured" is it?

d) Library

i) How large is the library?

ii) How useful is it?

iii) ro you expect to add to it?

iv) How much and how fast?

e) Do you write your own programs or are they canned?

f) Do you use a timesharinq, 1UltipogaIm:i2

environment?

q) Do you use batch or realtime processing or both?

h) What is the system's reliability?

i) Did you need to do any debugging?

1) Dc you use sta'.ic or dynamic memory?

k) Do you have programmers working for you?

a*~2rovuiltuvet u~ AIcflLz2

a) would you say that it is an improvement over your

previous system?

b) Did you experience any si;nificant user resis-tancs?

110
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10. it 91,

a) Did you receive any tailr-maie features?

b) Did you purchase any options? Which ones?

c) Have ycu found them useful?

d) Have ycu fcund iny features to be useless or less

usable than you had anticipated? Which ones?

e) What are the most used features?

f) What are the most error prone features?

g) What improvements would yoa like to see?

h) Have you experi.anced any p-.,bleas with mantenancs

of the system?

11. overall j __p-a

a) Has productivity imprve"..

b) What performanc- measures have you used to deduce

this?

c) Does the system zeet/fall short/exceed your

organizaticns requiram~nts?

d) Were any feasibility studi.s conducted, including

cost/benefits analyses, prior to acquisition?

12. ARY aL . 9U?
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